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1 Introduction

Despite all these strengths, due to emigration and
aging of the population the city feels an increasing
competition in attracting young talent. This is a
familiar trend across the entire Central and East
European
region.
The
following
Economic
Development Strategy for Klaipėda (KEDS) was
prepared in order to win the competition for
investment and talent and thus to ensure a
sustainable population and economic growth of the
city. The strategy would allow for targeted
investment of the limited resources and would
streamline development trends of the city.

Klaipėda
2030:

Subsequently, aims, objectives and currently
relevant measures were identified for each area.
These measures will be implemented through
cooperation structures formed during KEDS
preparation and the city’s economic, urban and
innovation development organisations.

Vision

Areas of growth

Bioeconomy

High tech
industry
economy

Creative and
service
economy

Development of
startup ecosystem

Integrated
attraction of
investment

Attraction and
retention of talent

Innovative education and science system which meets the needs
of tomorrow’s economy
Institution of higher
Adapt general
education leading
education fo future
in priority areas
economy

Modern retraining
system

Cooperation
between science,
business and the
municipality

Attractive, engaging and accessible regional centre

Economic ambition

Ambitious urban
programme
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Action plan

In order to turn this vision and economic
ambition into reality, four priority areas of economic
growth and three horizontal priorities.

Marine economy

High quality of
public services

The 2030 vision of Klaipėda is to become a worldclass blue economy city offering rapid solutions: the
best place to live, work, rest and invest in the Baltic
region.
For the purposes of defining the ambition for the
economic development, economic modelling of
Klaipėda region was carried out along with active
public consultation, and advice was obtained from
various foreign and Lithuanian experts and the
representatives of Klaipėda Municipality, business
and academic communities. The aim of the economic
leap is a twofold increase in economic output, the
average gross salary of EUR 1,500 and the
population of over 190,000 in the city of Klaipėda by
2030.

World-class blue
economy city offering
rapid solutions

Favourable conditions for business, investors and talent

Horizontal priorities

The city of Klaipėda is one of the main engines of
Lithuania’s economy, an industrial and services
centre with a competitive, development-geared, icefree port and a strong free economic zone. As a
transport hub with favourable investment climate,
the city successfully attracts foreign investments in
logistics and the manufacturing sector. Such global
players as Emerson, Philip Morris and Fortum have
already invested and operate in the city. Klaipėda is
situated in natural surroundings and has a longstanding history in international relations with
Germany, Scandinavian countries, and the Hanseatic
cities, and a strong cultural and artistic tradition.

26

100+

International and
regional
accessibility

Quality and
competitive
infrastructure

Active international
and regional
cooperation

Double the region‘s
economy*

Population increase by
40,000

25,000 new jobs

Salary increase by EUR
700

2,000 new companies

Higher education
institution based in
Klaipėda rated among the
top 500 globally

100 new FDI projects

75% of the employees work
for innovation companies*

EUR 1.5 billion new FDI

Stable low (4-6%)
unemployment rates

200% increase in exports
originating in Lithuania*

400,000 accommodated
tourists

Aims raised according to the strategic development
directions

Formulated thematic objectives

Identified measures to achieve aims

Fig. 1. Summary of the Economic Development Strategy for Klaipėda. * asterisk shows the indicator of Klaipėda County.
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1.1 KEDS preparation process
Preparation of the Economic Development Strategy
for Klaipėda was initiated by Klaipėda Municipality
together with five partners: Klaipėda State Seaport
Authority (KVJUD), Klaipėda University (KU),
Klaipėda Free Economic Zone Management Company,
Association of Klaipėda Industrialists and Klaipėda
Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts. Partners
have jointly invested funds, efforts and time.
KEDS was developed in three phases:
•

•

•

In phase one of the project a detailed feasibility
study was carried out which provided the analysis
of international trends and good practices, and areas of prosperity, competitiveness and economic
specialisation of Klaipėda.
In phase two of the project, macroeconomic modelling of Klaipėda region was carried out together
with the analysis of the measures for promoting
targeted sectors. Public consultations and seminars involving specialist area experts took place
as well.
In phase three of the project, on the basis of the
results of the preceding stages an action plan was
drawn up and the KEDS implementation model
was defined.

During the preparation of the strategy, much
attention was paid to the inclusion of stakeholders. In
each phase, sessions with the relevant project
management groups and thematic working groups
took place. In total 10 sessions with project partners
and 20 thematic sessions – port city, tourism,
business, city identity and marketing, urban
development, education and science – were
organised. Over 100 representatives of business,
education and other organisations in Klaipėda
participated in the sessions.

Analysis of
international
trends and good
practices

Klaipėda
competitiveness
analysis

Identity and
image

Analysis of
economic
specialisation

Management,
institutions,
leadership

Urban
development

Education

Transport,

Innovation
ecosystem

connectivity

Investment
attractiveness

Business
climate

Results of KEDS Phase 1: Challenges and opportunities,
international good practices, and proposals for economic
specialisation and breakthrough in Klaipėda
Preparation of
the economic
development
scenario

Seminars to form
a vision and
thematic working
group seminars

Analysis of
measures for
promoting target
sectors

Results of KEDS Phase 2: Vision for economic development,
development scenario and strategic areas for Klaipėda
Preparation of
the action plan
for strategy
implementation

Assessment of
demand for
investment and
overview of
financial
resources

Preparation of
the guidelines
for
implementation
model

Results of KEDS Phase 3: Action plan for strategy
implementation, guidelines for implementation model and
funding.
Fig. 2. Results of the voting conducted during the KEDS marketing session
(phase 2).

Fig 3. Summary of the preparation of the strategy for Klaipėda.

Fig 4. KEDS partners.
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1.2 KEDS links with other strategic documents
KEDS is an agreement among the most important stakeholders regarding the directions of economic development
of Klaipėda. One of the premises of successful economic development is the use of existing strengths, so some of
the measures have already been included in the strategy documents of individual institutions. On the other hand,
the content of the document and the outlined economic ambition are broader than the capacity of any individual
institution in Klaipėda to implement it single-handedly. As a result, KEDS should be considered a coordinating
document oriented towards a long-term strategy. On the basis of the document, cooperation between strategy
promoters and other stakeholders should continue during the implementation of the action plan.
Measures for the implementation of the action plan defined in KEDS should be carried out on the basis of strategic
planning processes and the planning cycle as set out by different organisations and (or) legal acts. The stakeholders
should include the measures of the KEDS action plan in their strategic planning documents by taking into account
the budget for the proposed measures, their impact and implementation period.
The success of the measures of the KEDS action plan directly depends on whether the strategy implementation
partners and other stakeholders will include the measures in their strategic planning documents and whether they
will allocate the required financial and/or human resources.

Strategic
initiatives of
Klaipėda City
Municipality

Strategies and
initiatives of
partners and other
interested
authorities

Strategic
development plan
of Klaipėda City
Municipality

Economy and
competitiveness

Community

Environment

Vision of economic identity:
World-class blue economy city
offering rapid solutions

2017–2030 Economic
Development Strategy for the
City of Klaipėda

2016-2020 Tourism
Marketing and
Communication
Strategy for the
city of Klaipėda

Study of the
development of
tourism and
agricultural
sectors in
Klaipėda region

Study of the
development of
priority growth
areas

KVJUD
operational
strategy and
general plan

KU strategy and
strategies of other
institutions of
higher education
and universities of
applied sciences

Development plans
for FEZ and other
industry sectors,
SME initiatives

Fig. 2. KEDS links with other strategic documents.
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2 Major trends
In order to determine the optimal development directions until 2030, it is
necessary to know what trends will be important in the next decade. The
following six major trends can be identified.
Trade trends: Relocation of the economic centre of gravity from the West to
Asia, increasing importance of China in EU trade
► To develop an integrated transport corridor acting as the gateway for the East into
Scandinavian countries

FDI trends: FDI – in the regions located close to manufacturing and realisation
markets and in the innovative ecosystems
► To attract FDI with orientation to the Scandinavian market, particularly investment in
manufacturing
► To develop startup ecosystems

Energy trends: Climate change – increasing regulation and promotion of clean
technologies
► To integrate into the clean technology ecosystem of Scandinavian countries and to
promote environmental solutions of local market players
► To continue LNG expansion, to provide bunkering services

Industry 4.0: Improvement in technologies will allow to replace major portion
of today’s jobs
► To promote relocation of business services related to industry to Klaipėda
► To adapt the education system for the needs of Industry 4.0

City attractiveness trends: increasing importance of creative industries,
cultural migration and population aging
► Klaipėda must form a unique and attractive identify of the city
► To facilitate development of creative industry activities

City governance trends: involvement of businesses and empowerment of the
citizens
► To use PPP opportunities more actively
► To engage inhabitants in city governance through e-platforms and open data
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3 Klaipėda: baseline situation
3.2 Economy

3.1.1 Population

3.2.1 Economic structure

Emigration affects the entire Central and Eastern
European region. Klaipėda is no exception. In 2017,
the population of the city of Klaipėda was 151,300.
Over the past ten years, nearly 45,000 residents
have emigrated to other regions. Some of them
moved to the suburbs of Klaipėda, however, the
overall demographic situation in the city and the
district continues to worsen.

Following the financial crisis of 2009-2010, Klaipėda
region saw economic growth, but in recent years
growth rates have slowed down and in 2016 lower
GDP than in 2015 was recorded.

Population in Klaipėda city and district municipal
areas at the beginning of the year
200

100

2005

2007

2009

Klaipėda city

2011

2013

2015

2017

Klaipėda district

Fig. 3. Population change in Klaipėda city and district municipal areas in
2003–2017. Source: Statistics Lithuania

3.1.2 Demographic structure
Although the population of Klaipėda is among the
youngest in Lithuania, population aging trends are
clearly noticeable like in many other European cities.
At the beginning of 2017, the average age of the
city’s inhabitants was 42 years, which is up from 39
years ten years ago. The main reason for population
aging in Klaipėda region is emigration of young
people.
0-18

21,11%

19,33%

19-40

33,67%

29,35%

0-18

25,43%

19-40

30,65%

21,70%
28,90%
+5,47%

≥65

31,86%
13,36%

4000
3000
2000
1000
2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

Fig. 5. Population change in Klaipėda city and district municipal areas in
2003–2017. Source: Statistics Lithuania

50

41-64

5000

0
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150

2003
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3.1 Demography

32,66%
18,65%

2005
2016
Klaipėda city

+5,29%

41-64

28,55%

34,16%

≥65

15,38%

15,24%

2005
2016
Klaipėda district

Fig. 4. Distribution of the population in Klaipėda city and district municipal
areas by age. Source: Statistics Lithuania

Orientation to relatively low added value sectors in
Klaipėda has contributed to the economic slowdown.
Traditional sectors such as logistics and
manufacturing account for 45% of the added value of
Klaipėda region (seeFig. 6.). These sectors take
advantage of natural strengths of Klaipėda as they
rely heavily on use of the seaport. This allows them
to be productive, especially when compared with
other sectors in Klaipėda. However, even these
sectors have high growth potential and as there is a
significant productivity gap compared to EU.
Apdirbamoji
gamyba
Manufacturing
Transportas
ir saugojimas
Transport
and warehousing
Didmeninė
ir mažmeninė
prekyba
Retail
and wholesale
Construction
Statyba
Real estateturto
operations
Nekilnojamojo
operacijos
Education
Švietimas
Healthcare
and
social work
Žmonių sveikatos
priežiūra
ir socialinis
darbas
Administrative
and catering services
Administracinė ir aptarnavimo veikla
Utilities
Elektros, dujų, garo tiekimas ir oro kondicionavimas
Accomodation and catering
Apgyvendinimo ir maitinimo paslaugų veikla
Professional, scientific and technical
Profesinė, mokslinė ir techninė veikla
work
Žemės ūkis,
miškininkystė
ir žuvininkystė
Agriculture
and
forestry
Informacija ir ryšiai
Information and communications
Finansai
Finance
Meninė, pramoginė
poilsio and
organizavimo
veikla
Arts, irleisure
recreation
Other
services
Kita
aptarnativo
veikla

763
757
585

!

Pridėtinė
vertė,(VA),
mln. mln.
Eur EUR
Value added

224
181
143
115
113
95
93
87
73
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33
31
22

31
37
26
16

81

!

58
49
47
76
46
38
42

9
11
15
34
13 23
20
59
5
32
46
27
7
50
7
29

574

180

114
109

PVVA
/ Darbuotojai,
tūkst.
Eur (Baltijos
jūros
baseino
šalys)
per employee,
th. EUR
(Baltic Sea
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average)
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/ Darbuotojai,
tūkst.
Eur
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th. EUR

Fig. 6. Economic structure in Klaipėda in 2015 by sectors. Source:
Statistics Lithuania, Eurostat

The ambitious population growth is unlikely without
the attraction of highly qualified employees from
abroad. It is also necessary to convince the existing
city population to stay and to encourage the return of
emigrants to Klaipėda.
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3.2.2 Investments
Foreign direct investment (FDI) is an important
source of economic prosperity, transfer of knowledge
and competence development. In 2016, the city of
Klaipėda attracted EUR 828 million FDI. The year
2015 was particularly successful for Klaipėda as it
attracted additional EUR 165 million or 23.7% more
than in 2014.

FDI, million Eur

FDI in Klaipėda city and county
1,500

500
2007

2009

2011

Klaipėda county

2013

The main barriers to larger investments were the
shortage of employees with technical and
engineering competencies, geopolitical threats and
the lack of a single investment attraction programme.
So far FDI attraction to Klaipėda relied on the efforts
of individual organisations.
In order to improve the investment climate, KEPA
was expanded during the preparation of the strategy
to provide one-stop-shop services to investors. In the
future, cooperation between science and businessm
as well as Klaipėda’s FDI attraction and
competitiveness must be improved.

1,000

2005

Companies operating in Klaipėda mainly invest in
output expansion (improving infrastructure, etc.),
however it is thought that the companies can create
additional value through investment in the
development of high added value processes.

2015

Klaipėda city

Fig. 7. FDI in Klaipėda County, million EUR. Source: Statistics Lithuania

At the beginning of 2018, 5,469 companies operated
in the city of Klaipėda. Over the past 12 years, the
number of companies operating in Klaipėda increased
by 1,208, the majority (95%) are micro companies
(<10 employees).

FDI/1,000 population, compared to Vilnius ir
Kaunas ('000 Eur, 2016)
20.00

The number of acting companies in Klaipėda at the
beginning of the year by the number of employees

17.34
6000

15.00

4000

10.00

5.48

2000

4.02

5.00

0
2006

.00
Vilnius city

Klaipėda city

Kaunas city

Fig. 8. FDI/1,000 population in major cities of Lithuania, '000 EUR. Source:
Statistics Lithuania.

Klaipėda successfully attracts manufacturing,
logistics and transport enterprises, which invest in
Klaipėda due to its strategically convenient
geographical location, strong port and preferential
treatment granted by Klaipėda FEZ.
Sector
Klaipėda county
51,87%
Manufacturing
Transportation and storage
21,20%
Retail and wholesale, automobile and other
2,62%
Vehicle repairs
Mineral exploitation
4,46%
Warehousing and other transport-related
5,87%
services
4,30%
Real estate operations
Administrative and service activities

3,44%

Construction

2,26%

Vilnius county
7,09%
0,63%

2010
10-49

2012

2014

50-249

2016

2018

250+

Fig. 10. The number of active companies at the beginning of the year by the
number of employees. Source: Statistics Lithuania

Although over the long term the number of
companies operating in Klaipėda has rapidly
increased, in recent years there have been visible
signs of a slowdown and considerable lagging behind
the indicators of Vilnius and Kaunas. In 2017, on
average 3.13 enterprises/1,000 population were
registered in Klaipėda.

13,29%

The number of registered companies/1,000
population compared to Vilnius ir Kaunas (2017)

0,41%
16,42%
2,64%
1,81%

0,68%

0,68%

Accommodation and catering
Professional, scientific and technical work

0,36%

0,58%

1,76%

Utilities

0,37%
0,07%

2008
<10

0,00%

Agriculture and forestry

Finance

3.2.3 Business environment

4,05%
2,67%
11,87%

New companies/1,000
population, '000 Eur

FDI/1,000 population '000
Eur

Over the past 12 years, FDI in Klaipėda increased by
an average of 8.1% each year. However, the FDI
potential in Klaipėda is not yet fully tapped. A similar
growth rate has been recorded in other cities of
Lithuania. Vilnius has attracted over three times
more investment per capita than Klaipėda.

10.00

8.23

8.00

5.00

6.00

3.13

4.00
2.00
0.00
Vilnius

Kaunas

Klaipėda

Fig. 11. Number of SMEs registered in a year per 1,000 population. Source:
Statistics Lithuania

Fig. 9. FDI structure in Klaipėda County by economic sectors. Source:
Statistics Lithuania
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There is a relatively small share of very large
companies within the overall corporate context of
Klaipėda. SMEs make a significant contribution to the
economy of the region.

3.2.4 Labour market

22%

23%

21%

10-49

28%

27%

23%
19%

Unemployment rate in Klaipėda, %

50-249

29%

29%

15%
6%

16%
5%

20%

Kaunas

Klaipėda

Vilnius

250-999
>1000

16%

Fig. 12. Number of companies by the number of employees at the beginning
of 2017. Source: Statistics Lithuania

A survey of companies in Klaipėda showed that
representatives of the companies see the following
essential areas for improvement:
• Adoption of decisions concerning business by
municipal government could be faster and more
favourable for investors.
• Land planning issues are particularly poorly
viewed: there are few sites in the city designated
for businesses, the issuance of design conditions
takes a long time, and restrictions specified in the
conditions often prevent businesses from
implementing the planned investment projects.
• The existing services for businesses should be
provided from one stop source, KEPA activities
could be better adapted to the broader mission of
the organisation – economic development.
• Few electronic services are available for
businesses.
• The city lacks a common vision and strategy
• The education system in Klaipėda does not fully
comply with business needs. Training of
specialists required for local businesses (e.g. IT,
engineering) should be strengthened.
The situation in Klaipėda could be substantially
improved through a wider set of services and support
for businesses, faster issuance of construction
permits and more efficient area planning.

Unemployment rate, %

<10

The unemployment rate in the city of Klaipėda is the
lowest in Lithuania. In 2016, it was 4.6% and was even
lower than the unemployment rate before the crisis
in 2007. A further sustainable economic growth must
be based on the creation of value added and
innovation.

20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

Fig. 13. The unemployment rate in the city of Klaipėda, %. Source: Statistics
Lithuania

With the decrease in unemployment, the average
salary in Klaipėda has increased. In Q1 2017, it
reached EUR 840 and continues to grow steadily.
Compared to other cities of Lithuania, the level of
salaries is relatively high, but there are few highskilled jobs created.
Klaipėda County
26.8%
26.5%

Republic of Lithuania
19.2%
19.4%

MMS and lower
5.0%
8.9%

MMS >– ? 350

4.9%

8.5%

6.6%
8.9%

351–400

7.1%
8.7%

8.7%
7.2%

401–450

8.5%
7.4%

14.3%
13.2%

451–600

16.2%
15.5%

14,9%
13.8%

601–800

16.8%
15.8%

9.6%
9.1%

11.1%
10.2%

801–1,000

7.1%
6.3%
3.3%
2.7%
3.8%
3.4%

7.9%
7.2%

1,001–1,300
1,301–1,600
1,601
higher

and

3.7%
3.3%
4.4%
3.9%

2015
2014

Fig. 14. The percentage of full- and part-time employees by the level of
salaries. Source: Statistics Lithuania (MMS – minimum monthly salary).

Opportunities for developing business incubators
must be assessed. At the moment there are several
business incubators – the incubator of Klaipėda
University, Culture Factory and Castle Workshop.
However, activities of these institutions focus on
rental of premises. In the future, they could provide
innovative services for start-ups (acceleration,
funding) and development.
Strengthening of the communities of SMEs and
business incubators and also regular events
promoting entrepreneurship could also contribute
significantly to Klaipėda’s business climate.
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3.3 Education

consolidated and communicated
institutions in a structured manner.

3.3.1 Education and research system

The survey of enterprises showed that in terms of the
qualified personnel the companies mainly plan to
employ professionals in the areas of management,
engineering and IT. Accordingly, the study
programmes in these areas must be strengthened.

One of the most important aspects in attracting
talent and investments to Klaipėda and improving the
competitiveness of the economy is improvement of
the quality of education and research.
Within the context of Lithuania, the level of general
education in Klaipėda is high. Pupils’ achievements,
available infrastructure and learning conditions are
among the best in the country. High quality general
education in Klaipėda could be used as a tool to
attract young families to the city. One of the few
problems of general education is its poor
internationality. There is no education institution in
the city which offers the International Baccalaureate
diploma programmes, neither there is any
international preschool and general education
institution where schooling is provided in the English
language.
There are very strong institutions of higher education
in Klaipėda specialising in the fields of marine
sciences, health care and history. Despite this, with
the decrease in student numbers and rising
competition both between local and regional
universities, a large number of the programmes have
difficulty in attracting talented and motivated
students. So there is an urgent need to increase the
competitiveness of institutions of higher education.
KU along with other institutions of higher education
has already taken the required steps, but it is
necessary to maintain the direction of reform: to
focus on study programmes and to strengthen them
so they would meet the needs of tomorrow’s
economy.
-8%
Biomedical Sciences
Physical Sciences

1.486
152
231

44

197

Engineering
Social Sciences

1.350
186

873

29

209

758

108
2014

78

101
2015

38

677

Humanities
Arts

1.268
199

79

52

93

2016

Fig. 15. The number of graduates and distribution by fields of science.
Source Klaipėda University.

Following the efforts of KU and AB Klaipėdos Nafta
(KN), LNG terminal engineering studies were
introduced. Despite the cooperation precedents
between the science business, a broader involvement
of businesses is still required. Business needs for
specific specialists and programmes must be

to

22.61%

Unskilled labour
Engineers

19.08%
16.61%

Other
Business management specialists

14.13%

Administrative personnel

9.89%

Programmers/IT specialists
Finance specialists
Creative sector professionals
Biologists/Chemists/Physicists

education

7.77%
6.36%
2.12%

Shortage of
specialists

1.41%

Fig. 16. Specialists planned to be recruited by Klaipėdas’ businesses.
Source: a survey of companies in Klaipėda.

3.3.2 Cooperation between science and
business
The Marine Valley, one of Lithuania’s integrated
research, study and business centres, operates in
Klaipėda. It has a developed physical (“hard”)
infrastructure and further development is planned by
expanding the laboratories required for targeted
research and purchasing equipment. At the same
time it is necessary to develop the “soft”
infrastructure to enable efficient functioning of the
“hard” infrastructure: currently there is a lack of a
technology transfer centre and project managers to
ensure understanding of the link between applied
science and business needs; the management with
experience in running the marine science and
business valley is also required.
Due to limited resources there is a large
fragmentation and internal competition between the
institutions which promote entrepreneurship and
business-science
cooperation
in
Klaipėda.
Specialisation of such institutions and their role in
the general ecosystem are not clear, there is a lack of
dedicated resources and centralisation.
The clustering process of enterprises is in the initial
stages in Klaipėda, e.g. the LNG cluster, the
production innovation cluster for timber products (in
Klaipėda District). Strengthening of cooperation is
important to the enterprises aiming to create higher
added value and to improve their position in the
international markets.
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3.4 City attractiveness
3.4.1 Urban development

3.4.2 Infrastructure

Klaipėda is undergoing a clear suburbanisation
process – inhabitants are moving to the suburbs of
the city. This process often leads to the shortage of
attractive housing in the city. It is not favourable to
the city, because the city must develop social and
“hard” infrastructure in the suburbs, while in the
developed areas it is difficult to finance the necessary
modernisation.

Klaipėda is a linear city, which facilitates planning and
development
of
infrastructure.
The
road
infrastructure is in good condition, but the growing
number of motor vehicles and increasing volumes of
stevedoring operations in the seaport cause
increasing traffic congestion. The condition of public
transport compared to other cities in Lithuania is
relatively good, but the number of users is small,
especially in Klaipėda District. So far there is a lack
of convenient and coordinated public transport
infrastructure.

There is a clear divide between the northern and
southern parts of Klaipėda. Monotonous mass construction blocks of the second half of the 20th century dominate the southern part of the city. This architecture does not have any direct connections with
the identity of the port city. Meanwhile, in the northern part of the city there are some interesting and
valuable urban structures.

The terminals in the northern part of the port are
highly specialised and goods for loading are usually
brought to the terminals by rail. The southern part of
the port is serviced by road transport. After dredging
the water area of the port, the volumes of
stevedoring (and transportation) services have the
greatest potential to increase. A southern bypass
must be built, buffer zones must be created and the
issues of problem streets (e.g. the crossroad of
Baltijos Avenue) must be addressed.
In order to reduce the dependence of the inhabitants
on private cars, a sustainable mobility plan has been
drawn up, which provides for the development of
public transport, and infrastructure. Regional
accessibility
Klaipėda has low direct accessibility to major cities in
Lithuania and abroad:
Palanga Airport offers flights to 8
countries and 10 destinations, only 4 of
these are regular flights. There is no
direct connection with Sweden or
Germany.

Fig. 17. Map of Klaipėda. Source: material of the feasibility study (EY).

It is important for Klaipėda to strengthen its
historical centre and to form subcentres thus
creating opportunities for multifunctional use of the
area. The revitalisation of the historical centre and
development of its sites (development of the former
castle site and the former site of Laivite, conversion
of the area adjoining the River Danė and the use of
the river for maritime tourism) are the cornerstones
of the proposed urban development programme

Bus service is limited to a number of
neighbouring countries: Poland, Latvia
and Russia (Kaliningrad).
There are 2 ferry routes: Klaipėda–Kiel
(Germany) and Klaipėda–Karlshamn
(Sweden).
Public transport connection with Vilnius
and Kaunas is neither sufficiently fast
nor efficient.
To become a truly modern and global city,
accessibility of Klaipėda must be improved by
developing new transport corridors.
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3.5 Success stories
3.5.1 Port of Klaipėda

3.5.2 Klaipėda FEZ

In 2017, Klaipėda seaport handled over 43 million
tonnes of cargo, a record output so far. In terms of
cargo handling volume, Klaipeda is a definite leader
within the Baltic Sea basin, and is ahead of all but a
few Russian ports. While the overall cargo handling
volumes in the Baltic Sea basin are barely increasing,
Klaipėda port successfully grows by winning over
other ports in the region. So far good performance of
the port was determined by developed infrastructure,
trust of businesses and competitive prices.

Klaipėda FEZ (Free Economic Zone) is one of the first
and most effectively managed free economic zones
in the region as measured by the attracted
investments and number of created jobs.

2.1

Seaborne goods handled in the ports compared to
the 2006 level

At the end of 2016, a total of EUR 498 million of FDI
was accumulated in the FEZ, 60.1% percent of the
total investment in the city of Klaipėda and 44.7% of
FDI in Klaipėda County.

1.6

1.1

0.6
2006

2008

2010

2012

Estonia, Latvia
Sweden, Finland

2014

Poland
Lithuania

Fig. 18. Seaborne goods handled in the ports compared to the 2006 level.
Source: Eurostat

Klaipėda port is also becoming a solid player in the
cruise and passenger shipping market in the Baltic
region. In January–November 2017, 355,000
passengers of cruise ships and DFDS Seaways ferries
visited Klaipėda. More than half of all tourists come
to Klaipėda by cruise ships or ferries.
Cruise shipping in Klaipėda port (number of
passangers / ships)
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Over 116 enterprises, mainly plastic and PET, food
and metal processing, processing of petroleum
products,
automotive
electronics,
logistics,
warehousing and packaging, operate in the FEZ. They
employ over 4,300 people. A total of 28 companies
have direct agreements with FEZ and get preferential
treatment. Two thirds of all the FEZ companies are of
foreign capital.
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Fig. 19. The number of cruise ships and tourists in Klaipėda port. Source:
KVJUD

Successful performance of the port would not have
been possible without targeted investment. Such
investments are needed to sustain the balanced
growth of the port in the future.

In 2010, FDI Magazine (The Financial Times) ranked
Klaipėda FEZ as one of top five economic zones in the
world in terms of its business conditions and
infrastructure. In 2015, The Financial Times ranked
Klaipėda FEZ among the most attractive economic
zones in the world in terms of the conditions for local
collaboration. In 2017, the FDI Magazine awarded
Klaipėda FEZ with the Quick Launch Award in the
“Global Free Zones of the Year 2017” and also for
specialisation in the plastics sector.

3.5.3 LNG cluster
The LNG cluster in Klaipėda successfully operates
using innovative technologies. Members of the
cluster include such national and international
companies as Klaipėdos Nafta, Klaipėda University,
Lithuanian Railways, Emerson, SGS, DNV-GL and
others.
Since LNG is starting to dominate in the long distance
gas trade, the cluster has an important role to play.
In 2016, more than half of the gas in the long distance
gas trade was transmitted via LNG terminals. It is
forecast that the use of LNG will continue to increase
worldwide, including the Baltic Sea region. LNG is
forecast to account for up to 15% of the total energy
mix in the future.
Klaipėda LNG cluster is expected to be further
developed by directing research and consultancy
services to the promotion of LNG use. Development
of technologies for using LNG in transport and
industrial processes is also planned.
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3.6 Results of the economic specialisation analysis
1

High potential
sectors

Value added, ‘000 EUR

2a Logistics

2b Manufacturing

Present

Most important sectors today
Storage and
transportation services

Chemistry and production
of chemical products

Road transport

Wood, timber product and
furniture manufacturing

►
►
►

Production of foodstuffs

Highly potential sectors
Consultancy management
activity

Activities of head offices/
business centres

Potential

Research activity

Growth areas

Marine economy

Fig. 20. Results of the economic specialisation analysis.

Manufacture of
computers, electronic and
optical products

Technical testing and
analysis

Bioeconomy

Klaipėda has access to the sea and developed maritime transport
services.
In addition to maritime transport, Klaipėda has relatively well
developed other types of transport services (except for air transport).
Klaipėda trains qualifies seafarers and engineering specialists related
to port activities. There is potential to expand and strengthen other
engineering studies.
Klaipėda has some of the most productive companies in chemistry
industry; wood processing (including furniture) industry creates
considerable added value. There is a great synergy potential between
these economic sectors both in developing new products and moving
into new markets.

Key trends
►
►

Computer programming
and related activity

Currently important
sectors

Strengths of Klaipėda

►

Wholesale and retail trade

2

►
►

►

Sea transport remains the main long-distance type of transport.
Climate change: increasing regulation of pollution, promotion of
alternative sources and more efficient processes.
EU long-term strategy for reorientation to bioeconomy thus reducing
the use of mineral resources/fossil fuel.
When the main processes are automated, services, particularly
oriented to services to business (B2B), will become the main economic
growth engine.
Orientation of logistics to additional added value services.

High tech industry
economy

Creative and service
economy
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3.7 SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

•

Competitive transport corridor for international trade
with a dynamic, ambitious, development-oriented,
northernmost ice-free port, which successfully
competes with neighbouring ports. A potential for
expanding an offshore port.

•

•

LNG
infrastructure,
internationally
recognised
competences for LNG project implementation,
orientation of Klaipėda Nafta to the development of the
centre of excellence and exports of services, LNG
cluster.

Unfavourable climate for setting up businesses and
attracting investments (in other than the FEZ zone):
hardly any services provided for business, no one-stopshop services, business development is restricted due to
a complex building permit and area planning process,
and lack of ecosystems for promoting highly potential
businesses (startups).

•

Klaipėda economy relies on transit – cargo flows along
the transport corridor.

•

Basis of the economic structure – traditional
sectors (logistics, manufacturing), which in the longterm perspective have little growth potential, are
insufficiently productive, and do not create sufficiently
high-skilled or well-paid jobs. There are hardly any high
added value services sectors.

•

There are hardly any commercialised innovations
developed in Klaipėda, collaboration between the world
of science and the world of business is only at an initial
stage (sale of research); there is a lack of the “soft”
technology sale infrastructure.

•

The city is unable to retain/attract young and talented
people, the demographic situation is worsening (about
20% of the population has been lost over the past 10
years), sub-urbanisation, and the city centre is getting
deserted.

•

There is a lack of a defined, clearly communicated and
engaging city identity, pessimistic/passive mood and
local (insular) mentality dominate.

•

Favourable investment climate in the FEZ for logistics
and manufacturing companies which use the transport
corridor/sea transport offered in Klaipėda for
exports/carriage of raw materials.

•

Exceptional natural environment, the Curonian Spit
National Park, in the city of Klaipėda is a UNESCO
heritage site.

•

Global investors in Klaipėda/brands: General Electric
(Advantec), Emerson, MSC, Phillip Morris, Fortum, etc.

•

High level expertise in Maritime Technology Science,
well developed (and further developing) research
infrastructure of the maritime Baltic Valley and
collaboration with business in selling applied research
(which is gaining speed).

•

Optimum size city: sufficiently large to be competitive
and to ensure the critical mass of talent and resources
for change; not too large, so it can be flexible, adapt and
implement changes relatively quickly.

Opportunities

Threats

•

To form a specific and inspiring vision and ambition of
the city and a group of city leaders who believe in it,
who will encourage essential changes in the
management of the city and create a wider breakthrough
movement in Klaipėda.

•

Growing competition from the cities in Lithuania
(Kaunas and Vilnius) and the neighbourhood,
attractiveness in bringing businesses, investment and
talent.

•

•

To become a transformational centre for creating added
value for cross border trade flows (Asia–Europe/
Scandinavia).

•

To use Industry 4.0 and automation trends and to
develop a sector of high-tech equipment and
automation services for industry.

With the decrease in the urban population, the critical
mass of initiative, skilled people with leadership
capacity may be lost and it will no longer be possible to
generate the movement that would promote a
breakthrough.

•

The transport corridor may become uncompetitive (due
to competition from surrounding ports, unfavourable
tariffs, inadequate infrastructure development and/or
geopolitical circumstances).

•

Uncertainty in the geopolitical situation which reduces
the attractiveness of Lithuania and Klaipėda to investors
(in particular in the area of manufacturing and
transport).

•

In terms of higher education reform – due to failure to
make the necessary changes in the education and
research system Klaipėda may lose its university.

•

To encourage the essential city image change via the
integrated and ambitious urban development
programme; to use the port development as an
opportunity to develop the infrastructure for the
breakthrough of the city tailored to business tourism,
population, and recreational shipping needs.

•

To adapt Klaipėda for active recreation and business
tourism.

•

To strengthen contacts (economic, cultural, social,
research and education) with Scandinavian countries –
an opportunity to be the most international city in
Lithuania most integrated into the Scandinavian sphere.
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3.8 Baseline development scenario

This analysis was carried out at the level of Klaipėda
County and covers the 2015–2030 period. Based on
the economic theory and empirical data, the model
assesses mathematical relationships between the
population, GDP, productivity, sectoral structure,
wages and FDI.
The forecast is based on the results of the Oxford
Economics econometric forecasting model. The
results reflect the development trajectory of
Klaipėda region in the case where neither essential
changes nor the breakthrough strategy are
implemented.

3.8.2 Demography

Population

It is forecast that by 2030 the population of Klaipėda
County will decrease by 18.8% from 324,600 (2016)
to 263,600. The population decrease in the city will
be slower and by 2030 the population figure will fall
from 154,300 (2016) to 126,200.

400,000

Population of Klaipėda region (2008–2016 –
historical, 2017–2030 – projection)

300,000
200,000

3.8.4 Number of employees and
productivity
Despite the population decline, until 2016 the
number of employed people in Klaipėda remained
stable. But due to the aging of the population this
figure will gradually decrease and in 2030 should
reach only about 130,000.
It is estimated that the added value per employee will
be steadily increasing and over the next 13 years
productivity will rise by as many as 60%. Even with
such strong rise, productivity will still remain half
that of the advanced countries of the Baltic Sea
basin. Faster growth in productivity is unlikely
without substantial economic transformation and
talent attraction.
Changes in number of employees and productivity
(2016 - historic value, 2017-2030 - forecast)

200,000

3.8.3 Added value
It is estimated that from 2016 to 2030 the added
value created in Klaipėda County will increase by

Number of employees

Klaipėda district population (total)

Fig. 21. Population of Klaipėda region (2008–2016 – historical value, 2017–
2030 – projection). Source: Oxford Economics

4,489

2,000

Fig. 22. Added value of Klaipėda County at the comparative prices of 2010
(2008–2016 – historical value, 2017–2030 – projection). Source: Oxford
Economics

126,230

Klaipėda county population (baseline)

4,000

Klaipėda county value added, th. EUR

263,644

2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029

6,000

2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030

100,000
0

Added value of Klaipėda County
(2008–2016 – historical, 2017–2030 – projection)

150,000

33.934.7
32.333.1
30.331.3
28.129.3
26.9
24.725.7
22.823.6
21.421.522.1

40.0
30.0

100,000

20.0

50,000

10.0
0.0
2015 2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029
VA per employee (base)

Value added per employee, th. EUR

During the preparation of the economic development
scenario for Klaipėda, economic modelling of
Klaipėda region was carried out. The model allows to
determine the main indicators for achievables and to
assess their feasibility and how realistic they are.
Modelling also helps to identify the initiatives which
have the highest potential.

27.7% and will reach EUR 4,489 billion. It is worth
noting that the growth in added value will markedly
slow down starting from 2024. If there is no major
breakthrough in Klaipėda, the growth cannot be
expected to be higher than in other advanced
economies (about 2-3% per year). This rate is not
sufficient to compensate the loss of the population.

Added value, million EUR

3.8.1 Modelling methodology and
assumptions

Employees (base)

Fig. 23. Number of employees and productivity in Klaipėda County (2016 –
historical value, 2017–2030 – projection). Source: Oxford Economics
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4 Vision and directions
Klaipėda 2030 – world-class city of blue economy and fast solutions: the best
place to live, work, rest and to invest in the Baltic region.
This vision is a binding promise to the population,
businesses, investors and tourists in Klaipėda so that
by strengthening our maritime identity, we will be
aiming for a high standard of living and sustainable,
knowledge-based economic growth.
In order to make this vision to become reality, the
2030 economic breakthrough strategy of Klaipėda
provided in this document will be implemented. The
strategy focuses on four areas of economic growth
and three priority areas, in which we must invest and
create the conditions for economic growth. In order
to achieve blue growth:
1) We will use the sea and the coastline sustainably.
By 2030:
•

•

•

•

A modern, environmentally friendly transport-logistics-industrial complex will be developed in
Klaipėda to processes at least 15% of the cargo of
the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea. A mixed-use
offshore deep-water port will be built in Melnragė.
It will satisfy both the needs of the port and the
city. Areas in the southern part of the city will be
formed and developed so that this part of the city
would create added value.
The LNG cluster will be expanded and will help
Klaipėda become the LNG technology and LNG
distribution centre in the Baltic region. The cluster
will develop and commercialise clean LNG technologies.
In the recreational areas of Klaipėda – Smiltynė
and Giruliai – exclusive recreation with surrounding sea views and wellness centres will be offered.
Giruliai will offer geothermal water SPA procedures. An additional ferry line will connect
Smiltynė and Klaipėda. Small ports will be developed in the River Danė, the Curonian Lagoon and
Smiltynė. The southern coast of the lagoon in
Klaipėda will be tidied up and the Wilhelm Canal
will be used for recreational purposes.
The best sports and active tourism infrastructure
will be developed in Klaipėda – the best bicycle
path and bicycle sharing infrastructure, skateboarding sites, surfing and other active water
sports infrastructure.

2) We will build and introduce bio- and clean
technology solutions. By 2030:
•

A new bioeconomy cluster will be established and
will connect the region’s chemical and wood-processing industries and other enterprises in the

•

•

field of bioeconomy, and education institutions in
Klaipėda and in other locations. Bioproducts with
little negative environmental impact will be produced and waste management and recycling technologies will be created and applied.
Research institutions in Klaipėda will actively participate in the Baltic Sea marine blue technology
research programmes. These technologies will be
successfully adapted for developing, together
with businesses, the region’s aquaculture.
Klaipėda will be a leading Lithuanian region in the
use and production of renewable energy, particularly in developing offshore production, production using ground resources and biomass.

3) We will become an Industry 4.0 competence
centre. By 2030:
•

•

In cooperation with the world leading enterprises,
a centre of excellence for the development of automation solutions will be established in Klaipėda.
Highly competent SMEs in Klaipėda will offer automation solutions that can be adapted for use in
the industrial, logistics and transport sectors.
Producers of high added value electric car components, autonomous systems, robots and roboticsrelated devices, plastic and clean chemical products will be based in Klaipėda FEZ and the industrial area in the southern part of the city. Klaipėda
will develop industry related to the use of LNG
technology – the first LNG powered locomotive
will be produced in Lithuania.

4) We will provide digital creative and professional
services. By 2030:
•

•

•

•

Dozens of Scandinavian, German, etc. logistics
and industrial companies, service centres for business functions, in particular oriented to engineering, technology, and IT, will operate in Klaipėda.
Favourable conditions for the development of creative industries will be provided in the city – coworking premises will be opened for young artists,
designers and programmers.
Klaipėda will be known for particularly strong application of creative industries for industrial use;
digital creative solutions will be offered to local
and foreign industrial customers.
Business tourism will be well developed in
Klaipėda, international thematic events will be organised. The city will become known as the summer office for local and foreign business representatives wishing to combine work and active,
healthy leisure.
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To ensure development of blue economy areas the
city will invest money, time and efforts in horizontal
priorities:
1) In order to ensure favourable conditions for
business, investors and talent,1 the city will
become the centre for quick and effective
solutions:
•

•

•
•

It will re-orient its public administration to provide
excellent services and quick decisions aimed at
solving the issues faced by citizens, investors and
tourists.
A multi-functional economic development agency
will operate in Klaipėda that will be the best in the
region in attracting investors and helping companies in Klaipėda to boost entrepreneurship and
maturity of operations and to export products and
services.
An effective business incubator and accelerator
oriented to businesses in priority growth areas will
operate in the city.
The new talent attraction and integration centre
will ensure information provision to targeted talent and will help attract residents of other regions
of Lithuania, Lithuanian emigrants and highly
qualified immigrants from Eastern Europe and
other regions to Klaipėda.

2) In order to have an innovative education and
science system that would meet the needs of
tomorrow’s economy:
•

•
•

All areas of the education system in Klaipėda will
be transformed to build a competitive,
international system meeting the needs of
tomorrow’s economy and investors.
Effective retraining and skill acquisition platform
will be developed.
The Marine Valley and other innovation and
business valleys will be developed. The valleys will
have the necessary equipment and “hard”
infrastructure to attract targeted local, regional
and international experts. The valleys will play the
role of technology transfer; a platform for
experimentation that will help to commercialise
innovation will operate.

3) In order for the city to become an attractive,
engaging and accessible regional hub:
•

1

•

object of an exceptional attraction (e.g. a
congresses and concert hall or a museum centre)
will be built in the vicinity of the Curonian Lagoon,
and a city tram line and a third ferry line
connecting the southern part of Klaipėda and
Smiltynė will be opened.
Good accessibility to the city will be ensured by
attracting international flights from targeted
countries (Germany, Sweden, etc.) to Palanga
Airport and accessibility to the airport by public
transport and high-quality rail connections with
Vilnius and Belarus will be increased. Urban
infrastructure (southern bypass, transit streets
connecting industrial and port areas) will be
developed and transport congestion in the city will
be resolved.

For the purposes of defining the economic
development ambition, economic modelling of
Klaipėda region was carried out and thematic
advisory sessions with the representatives from
Klaipėda were organized. In order to assess the
success of the economic breakthrough the following
three economic and demographic indicators were
identified:
•
•
•

At least 5.5% average annual GDP growth in
Klaipėda region;
At least 5.0% average annual salary growth in the
city of Klaipėda;
At least 2.0% average annual increase in the
population in the city of Klaipėda.

Once these ambitious objectives are achieved, by
2030 economy in Klaipėda region would grow
twofold, the employees in Klaipėda would earn on
average EUR 1,500 (gross) and the population of the
city would increase to over 190,000. The pursuit of
these objectives will require fundamental economic
and social changes. Up to now, economy in Klaipėda
region has grown only by 3%2 annually and about
2,000 residents were lost each year3. The projected
ambitious growth is possible only by orienting to the
international markets.
The next page contains a summary of the economic
development strategy of Klaipėda (Fig. 24.).
Subsequently, the top-level aims were aligned with
the detailed economic ambition indicators (Fig. 25.).

An ambitious urban development programme will
be implemented which will incorporate the city’s
identity, and social, environmental and economic
goals. The city’s Old Town will be revived, a mega

Talents means people who can contribute to the welfare development of the area. Talents can be both highly skilled leaders in a
particular area of competence and simply qualified labour force.
2
The added value produced in Klaipėda city municipal area in
2011–2015, based on production prices, grew by 6.97% annually.

The study does not include a certain portion of enterprises and
agencies, therefore the GDP growth in the county is a more preferable indicator. In 2011–2015, the annual GDP growth in
Klaipėda County was about 3%. Source: Statistics Lithuania.
3
The population of Klaipėda city municipal area in 2012–2016 decreased from 160,100 to 154,300. Source: Statistics Lithuania.
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4.1 Economic development strategy for Klaipėda

Vision

Klaipėda
2030:
World-class blue
economy city offering
rapid solutions

Growth areas

Marine economy

•
•

Strategic directions

•
•

Integrated portlogistics-industry
complex
LNG technologies
and expansion of
LNG use
Marine and wellness
tourism
Active tourism

Bioeconomy

•
•
•
•

Production of
innovative
bioproducts
Generation and use
of renewable energy
Biomass and waste
processing
Development of
biotechnologies,
aquaculture

High tech industry
economy

Creative and
service economy

•

•

•

Production of high
added value electrical
equipment, means of
transport
Automation solutions
and their application
in logistics,
transports and
industry

•
•

Professional service
centres
Creative industries
and digital creation
Summer office for
local and foreign
businesses

Horizontal priorities

Favourable conditions for business, investors and talent
•
•
•
•

High quality of services, fast and efficient decision making
Integrated programme for attracting investors and providing services to them
Developed ecosystem for SME promotion
Talent attraction and retention programme which ensures critical mass of highly skilled employees

Innovative education and science system which meets the needs of tomorrow’s
economy
•
•
•
•

International higher education institution leading in the region in areas of marine, energy and
biotechnology sciences
General education system which meets the needs of local and international talent
Developed innovation-oriented education, science and business cooperation ecosystem
Modern specialist retraining and up-skilling system

Attractive, engaging and accessible regional centre

Results

•
•
•
•

Ambitious urban development programme and mega attraction objects
Optimally balanced international and regional transport links
High quality and competitive infrastructure
Active regional and international cooperation

GDP of Klaipėda County –
EUR 9 billion

Gross averge salary in
the city of Klaipėda – EUR 1,500

Population of
the city of Klaipėda – 190,000

5.5% average annual rate of
growth

5.0% average annual rate of
growth

2.0% average annual rate of
growth

Fig. 24. Economic development strategy for Klaipėda. The average growth rate is rounded to 0.5%. Prepared by the authors.
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4.2 Economic development indicators of Klaipėda
Economic ambition indicator

Current indicator

Double the region‘s economy*

EUR 4.2 billion (2016)

25,000 new jobs

74,000 (2014)

2,000 new companies

5,469 (2017)

100 new FDI projects

54 (2016)

EUR 1.5 billion new FDI

EUR 828 million (Q1 2017)

200% increase in exports originating in
Lithuania*

EUR 2.245 billion (2016)

Population increase by 40,000

151,300 (2017)

Salary increase by EUR 700

EUR 842 (Q1 2017)

A higher education institution based in
Klaipėda rated among the top 500 globally

>1000** (2016)

75% of the employees work for innovation***
companies*

60% (2016)

Stable low (4-6%) unemployment rate

5.4 % (2017)

400,000 accommodated tourists

208,000 (2016)

Fig. 25. Economic development indicators of Klaipėda. * regional indicators. Prepared by the authors. Sources: Statistics Lithuanian, EY Monitor (FDI projects).
** Source: QS World University Rankings. *** An innovation company means an undertaking which applies innovation – commercial application of new
technologies, ideas and methods by offering new or improved products to the market, introducing new (improved) technological production processes (service
provision processes).
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5 Implementation model
5.1 KEDS implementation management model

Economic development council

Institution

Level of
strategic
political
decisions

Members

Functions

►

Managers of the main stakeholders: city mayor, director of municipal
administration, managers of the key businesses and organisations

►

Approve directions, financing, annual plans, assess implementation and
ensure political support

KEDS implementation
management group

Institution
►
►

Members

Strategy
implementation
and
coordination
level

►

►

Functions

►

►

KEDS programme
management office

Programme owners and managers
Other representatives of the
partners

►

Coordination of results and
decisions with the city’s
development council
Regular review of the strategy
portfolio and priorities
Solving operational issues of
strategies (relationships, need for
resources)
Coordination of financing

►

►

►
►

►

KEPA programme and project
management specialists
Employees of KMSA strategic
planning unit
Monitoring of programme
performance
Management of the strategic
project portfolio
Support for programme and
project management (moderate
sessions, prepare methodological
guidelines, templates, protocols)
Communication and change
management

Programme and project portfolio for KEDS implementation

Roles \
Programme

Owner

Education and
science

Attractiveness of
the city

Growth areas**

Working
groups

KMSA KEPA KEPA KEPA
x

x

x

x

KU
x

KMSA KMSA KMTP KMSA KMSA KMSA KRA KVJUD KPA
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Services and
creative industries

Project
manager

High-tech
industry

Roles \
Topics

Bioeconomy

KMSA, KU
Marine
economy

KVJUD
Cooperation

KPA, LEZ, KVJUD

Accessibility

KPA, KPPAR, KMTP

Infrastructure

Related
parties

Urban
development

KEPA/KMTP

Science and
business

KEPA

Lifelong
learning

KMTP

General
education

KEPA*

Higher
education

KVJUD, LEZ, KPA

Attraction of
talent

KMSA

Startup ecosystem

KMSA/KU

Attraction of
investors

KMSA

Programme
manager

Municipal services

Strategy
implementation
level

Business
climate

LEZ KEPA
x

x

* - The role of programme managers is allocated to the institutions implementing KEDS (KEPA and KMPT),
but programme managers may also be appointed from among the representatives of the programme owner
(e.g. KMSA).
** - Each growth area should have its own separate programme.
Fig. 26. KEDS implementation management model.
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5.1.1 Guidelines for KEDS implementation
model
In order to effectively implement KEDS, Klaipėda
must develop a permanent stakeholder collaboration
model. The stakeholder collaboration structure
formed during KEDS preparation should serve as the
basis for the platform. Maximum use of the existing
institutions /current structures must be made and, if
necessary, financial and human potential of these
institutions must be strengthened.
The KEDS management and implementation model is
defined in accordance with the best practice of
strategic management – the project portfolio
management methodology. The following are the
essential elements of the KEDS implementation
model:
•

•

•

•

•

Economic Development Council: made from the
managers of the main stakeholders. The main
function of the council is to reconcile and adopt
the essential strategic decisions regarding urban
development trends and to form strategic tasks.
KEDS Implementation Management Group: made
from the representatives delegated by the
stakeholders and programme and project
managers. The main function of the group is to
address operational issues of the project
implementation and, if necessary, to coordinate
financing issues and decision-making.
KEDS Programme Management Office: made
from programme and project management
professionals. It is necessary to involve
professionals with strong skills in managing
change, stakeholders and projects. The office will
primarily empower members of the KEDS
Implementation Management Group by helping to
moderate sessions, providing methodological
assistance, project and change management
competences and resources. In addition, the
office will be responsible for monitoring of the
strategy implementation performance, regular
collection
of
indicators
from
partners,
preparation of reports, communication and risk
management.
Thematic programme and project working
groups: made from experts in certain areas. These
working groups will be responsible for the
implementation of projects.
KEDS implementation programme and project
portfolio: includes programmes and their
strategic projects, on the importance and
implementation of which the stakeholders have
agreed. The principles for managing the
programme and project portfolio management are
set out in Annex 7.6.

5.1.2 Guidelines for KEDS financing model
It is envisaged that KEDS will be financed on the basis
of the semi-centralised model (alternative models are
provided in Annex 7.5). The project partners will
develop some measures which are important for the
common economic well-being of the city (e.g.
development and strengthening of KEPA activities)
together. Most of the measures will be funded on the
basis of a decentralised model, where funding is
provided for specific measures and only by certain
partners directly related to the project.
In order to formalise relations and ensure
preconditions
for
successful
collaboration,
consideration shall be given to establishing an
association. The association could also be used as a
mechanism to finance approved initiatives of
common interest, and to carry out procurement and
other
activities necessary
for
smooth
implementation process.
All available financial resources must be used for the
implementation of the strategy. It is also important
to include private enterprises on the basis of the
public-private partnerships (PPP).
Possible source of
funding/funding programme

Source type

EU, regional
and
programme
funds

•
•
•
•
•

EU fund investment (CPVA)
Horizon 2020
Interreg programme
Bilateral programmes (LT and
Norway, Switzerland)
Baltic region (e.g. Nordplus)

National
funds

•

National programmes (budget
funds, Eureka, Eurostars)

Municipal
funds

•

Municipal
budget
collected taxes)

Funds of
institutions

•

Own funds

Funds of
private
businesses

•

Own funds
funding)

Municipal
borrowed and
other funds

•

Borrowing through a variety of
instruments (e.g. city bonds).
Privatisation
of
municipal
property

•

(grants,

(through

PPP

Table 1. KEDS sources of financing.
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5.2 Priority measures for KEDS implementation
A detailed action plan has been prepared for successful implementation of KEDS. The figure below shows the
essential measures which will help attain the ambitions of Klaipėda. Different colours of the measures indicate
different strategic directions and the place of the measure in the diagram indicates its implementation period.
These and other measures of the action plan are specified in detail in Section 6.

Business climate

Priority sectors

4.2.1
/2

Seaport
development:
southern
areas, offshore
port

7.3.3
3.1.4

1.1.7

6.1.1

Digitisation centre
for industry,
transport and
logistics

Conference
centre
4.1.1
5.1.1

1.1.4

KMSA
services and
documents in
English

1.3.4

Clustering
(marine,
bioeconomy
clusters)

Accelerator for
priority areas

National event
related to
priority
sectors

1.1.1

KMSA digitised
one-stop-shop
services

Consortium of
institutions of
higher
education
2.2.1

1.2.1
1.3.1

Klaipėda 2030:
world-class blue
economy city
offering rapid
solutions

Industrial Master
and Doctoral
programmes

3.3

To develop
infrastructure
(bypass, FEZ
connection,
Baltijos Ave.)

2.3.4

3.1.2

To form structures
for urban
development based
on PPP

3.1.8
3.1.9

3.2.2

KU innovation
and technology
transfer centre

Short-term perspective: 1 year
7.1.1

Further
development
of the Marine
Valley

4.3.3
5.2.3

International
school

KEPA
development

To attract leading
lecturers for
future
programmes

To attract target
air routes and
water transport
lines
3.1.3
3.1.4
revitalise the
To
Old Town (former
castle site, the
area in the vicinity
of the lagoon )

To develop
Smiltynė,
Giruliai,
Wilhelm
Channel

Attractiveness of the city

Incentive
packages for
FDI attraction

Incentive
packages for
talent
attraction

2.1.2

4.4.1

2.1.1

1.5.2
1.5.5
1.2.5
7.1.1

To attract a
division of an
international
university

1.2.7

City marketing
and city brand
platform

1.3.7
7.3.3

2.1.5

Education, science

KMSA innovation
team (smart city,
robotics)

3.1.1

To form
subcentres in
the city

Medium perspective: 2-7 years

Long-term perspective:
7+ years

- The number of the measure

Fig. 27. KEDS plan – proposed priority measures.
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6 Action plan
Each strategic direction has its own aim, objectives and measures.
1.

To create favourable conditions for business, investors and talent

1.1.

To provide public services related to migration, construction and service provision to businesses and
investors in a quality and expeditious manner

1.2.

To develop an integrated programme for attracting investors and providing services to them

1.3.

To develop a friendly ecosystem for small businesses

1.4.

To increase the capacities of Klaipėda to export and to integrate into the international value chains

1.5.

To create conditions for attracting and retaining talent

2.
2.1.
2.2.

To develop an innovative education and science system that would meet the needs of tomorrow’s
economy
To increase the competitiveness of institutions of higher education in Klaipėda by focusing on the
future needs of the economy and priority areas of biotechnology, maritime and energy sectors
To adapt the pre-school and general education system to the needs of the local population and newly
arrived residents

2.3.

To create an innovation-oriented education, science and business cooperation ecosystem

2.4.

To develop a modern specialist retraining and up-skilling system

3.

To become an attractive, engaging and accessible regional centre

3.1.

To implement an ambitious urban development programme

3.2.

To achieve optimal balance between international and regional transport links

3.3.

To develop high-quality and competitive infrastructure

3.4.

To increase regional and international cooperation

4.

To use marine environment sustainably

4.1.

To develop cross-sectoral cooperation of the companies in the marine sector

4.2.

To expand Klaipėda seaport ensuring compatibility with the interests of the inhabitants and to use
expansion for creating added value and attracting investment

4.3.

To develop the use of LNG technologies

4.4.

To develop R&D activities in the field of marine science and the necessary infrastructure

4.5.

To develop marine tourism with wellness and active tourism elements

5.

To create bio- and clean technologies

5.1.

To develop cross-sectoral cooperation of bioeconomy companies and their integration into the
international markets

5.2.

To develop R&D activities in bioeconomy

5.3.

To promote development of new bioproducts and establishment of bio-based startups

5.4.

To use the energy potential of Klaipėda region

6.

To become a high-tech industry centre of excellence

6.1.

To create conditions for developing high added value products

7.

To develop digital creative and professional services

7.1.

To attract professional service centres

7.2.

To increase the use of creative industries in manufacturing

7.3.

To develop a mechanism to promote business and event tourism
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6.1 Objective 1 – to create favourable conditions for business, investors and talent
No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.1.

To provide public services related to
migration, construction and service provision
to businesses and investors in a quality and
expeditious manner

- Assessment of
satisfaction with the
services provided in the
prioritised areas by KMSA
(%)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

KEPA, KPA,
KPPAR,
KVJUD, FEZ

1.1.1.

To optimize service provision in prioritised
areas and to improve quality by reducing
administrative burden for businesses and
population, providing one-stop-shop services,
reducing service provision time, introducing
advanced management methods (e.g. LEAN),
automating processes and moving provision
of services online.

- Number of services,
provision processes of
which have been simplified
and curtailed (quantity
[Qty])
- Number of implemented
level 3-4 electronic services
(Qty)

2018–2020

EUR 0.3–1
million

KMSA

KMSA

1.1.2.

To define the procedure for providing
services expeditiously (solving prioritised
issues), which would allow to provide services
in a shorter time than usual and to adopt
decisions with respect to prioritised projects
and initiatives.

- Adopted procedure for
taking decisions
expeditiously by KMSA
when providing public
services (Qty)

2018–2019

<EUR 50,000

KMSA

VL, KPA,
KVJUD,
KPPAR

1.1.3.

To identify, assess and formalise
cooperation instruments and channels
between municipal authorities, businesses,
business associations and other relevant
bodies. Based on the cooperation plan, to be
proactive in notifying businesses and related
organisations about relevant new
developments.

- A plan for notifying about
the anticipated changes has
been adopted and agreed
with business partners
(Qty)
- Number of conducted
targeted surveys (Qty)
- Number of organised
working sessions (Qty)

2018

<EUR 50,000

KMSA

KPA, KVJUD,
KPPAR, FEZ
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.1.

To provide public services related to
migration, construction and service provision
to businesses and investors in a quality and
expeditious manner

- Assessment of
satisfaction with the
services provided in the
prioritised areas by KMSA
(%)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

KEPA, KPA,
KPPAR,
KVJUD, FEZ

1.1.4.

To provide conditions for investors and
talents to access the relevant public
services and documents in English. To
prepare bilingual document forms, to provide
services and to accept documents completed
in English.

- Portion of public services
available in the English
language (%)
- Number of documents in
English accepted by
municipality (Qty)

2018–2020

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

KMSA

1.1.5.

To implement the performance monitoring
system based on measuring indicators of
processes, and to link the system to the
employee assessment and motivation
system.

- Implemented performance
monitoring system (Qty)

2018–2019

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

1.1.6.

To improve the open data platform in
Klaipėda ensuring a convenient user interface
and compliance with the open data provision
standards.

- Number of open data sets
at the municipality or
companies managed by
the municipality
- Number of hackathons
organised on the issue of
open data use (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

IVPK, KEPA

1.1.7.

To establish a municipal team of
innovativeness which would be responsible
for improvements in the municipality
innovation development.

- Implemented pilot
innovative service solutions
(Qty)

2020–
2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

VL, KMSA
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No

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

1.2.

To develop an integrated programme for
attracting investors and providing services
to them

- Investment in tangible fixed assets
(EUR)
- FDI (EUR)
- Attracted FDI projects (Qty)
- New jobs created by FDI projects
(Qty)
- Results of the survey of
entrepreneurs assessing investment
climate (score)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

IL, KMSA,
FEZ

1.2.1.

To develop KEPA into a multifunctional
service centre for investors, which will
provide
one-stop-shop
services
to
investors covering the entire investment
cycle. Services: presentation of the location
(information structuring and dissemination,
direct participation during investor visit),
support for the implementation of
investment projects (permits, coordination
with other institutions, search for
employees with the required competences),
regular contacts (opinion surveys, direct
contacts, search for partner).

- The map of services covering the
entire investment cycle (Qty)
- Number of KEPA employees who
work in the area of attracting
investments (Qty)
- KEPA individual consultancy
sessions to foreign entrepreneurs
and investors (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

IL, KEPA,
FEZ

1.2.2.

To identify, assess and formalise
cooperation instruments and channels
with Invest Lithuania (IL) and regional
institutions
involved
in
attracting
investment in order to adopt their best
practices and to avoid duplication of
services.

- A cooperation model with IL, which
defines the distribution of functions
and responsibilities across the
entire investment attraction cycle
(Qty)
- A signed cooperation agreement
with IL (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

IL, GO
Vilnius,
Kaunas IN

1.2.3.

To carry out the analysis of the value chain
of the prioritised growth areas and to fill
the gaps in the value chain. The analysis
would help determine the existing problems
and deficiencies in the value chain, which at
later date could be rectified by attracting
target companies.

- Value chain analysis for the
prioritised growth areas and action
plans for filling the identified gaps
(Qty)
- Implemented measures specified in
action plans for the rectification of
deficiencies in the value chain (Qty)

2018

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

IL, FEZ,
KPA,
KVJUD
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No

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

1.2.

To develop an integrated programme for
attracting investors and providing services
to them

- Investment in tangible fixed assets
(EUR)
- FDI (EUR)
- Attracted FDI projects (Qty)
- New jobs created by FDI projects
(Qty)
- Results of the survey of
entrepreneurs assessing investment
climate (score)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

IL, KMSA,
FEZ

1.2.4.

Together with Invest Lithuania, to create a
system for identifying the targeted foreign
and Lithuanian companies, which could
promote development of prioritised growth
areas, and for maintaining relationships
with them.

- Main companies identified by
targeted areas (Qty)

2018–2019

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

IL, FEZ,
KPA,
KVJUD

1.2.5.

To create investment incentive packages
tailored to the needs of the investing
company. The packages may include the
development of the required
infrastructure, financial subsidies and
various other means.

- Number of incentive packages
(Qty)

2018–2019

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

IL, KMSA,
FEZ,
KVJUD,
KPA,
LJKKA,
KPPAR

1.2.6.

To structure and disseminate information
via the appropriate channels about the
investment environment in the city and
investment projects. The information
would include facts about the existing
ecosystems, competences and labour
force, services to investors and incentive
packages.

- Created database for investment
objects (Qty)
- Number of visits at
InvestInKlaipėda.com (Qty)
- Number of events where
investment opportunities in Klaipėda
were presented (Qty)
- Number of organised visits of
business delegations (Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

IL, KMSA,
FEZ, KTMP

1.2.7.

To establish a city brand platform
responsible for the creation of a city brand
and the promotional material about the
city.

- Created city marketing platform
(Qty)
- Created marketing material for the
city and city brand (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMSA, KTIC

Estimated cost
of a process,
but the volume
of motivational
financial
packages
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No

4

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.3.

To develop a friendly ecosystem for small
businesses4

- Number of Economic Entities
(Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

VL, KPPAR,
KMTP

1.3.1.

To develop KEPA into a multifunctional
service centre for business. KEPA should
become a full partner of the municipality,
businesses and investors, it should
coordinate the areas of entrepreneurship,
SME competitiveness and promotion of
integration into the international value
chains.

- A map of the services for starting
and developing business (Qty)
- Number of KEPA employees who
work in the area of promoting
entrepreneurship and business
skills (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

VL, KEPA,
KPPAR,
KMTP

1.3.2.

To
identify,
assess
and
formalise
cooperation instruments and channels
between
KEPA,
local
government,
businesses and other relevant bodies.
Based on the cooperation plan, to prepare
periodical, coordinated e-blogs, to carry out
regular sectoral surveys, to organise
thematic working sessions and other forms
of cooperation.

- Prepared cooperation plan (Qty)
- Responsibilities and services have
been identified and cooperation
agreements have been concluded
(Qty)
- Number of questionnaires (Qty)
- Number of e-newsletters (Qty)
- Number of organised thematic
sessions (Qty)

2018–2019

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

KMSA,
KPA,
KVJUD,
KPPAR,
KMTP

1.3.3.

To assess and develop the capacities of the
existing business incubators in helping the
startups in priority areas to grow, to create
the
required
spaces
and
“soft”
infrastructure. The “soft” infrastructure
should include organisation of collaboration
activities for residents and provision of
targeted information about events.

- Incubated startups (Qty)
- Incubated startups in priority
areas (Qty)

2018–2019

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMTP, KU

1.3.4.

To set up a business development
accelerator –- a structured programme
spanning over several months during which
the startups selected with the help of the
representatives of the leading areas of
Klaipėda would be given a specific timeframe
to realise the ideas and products.

- Number of accelerated startups
(Qty)

2019–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KPA, FEZ,
KVJUD,
KMTP, KU

(initial
activities
by2019,
subsequently
continuous
operations)

2019 first
accelerator

Small businesses include micro and small enterprises, including startups.
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.3.

To develop a friendly ecosystem for small
businesses4

- Number of Economic Entities
(Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

VL, KPPAR,
KMTP

1.3.5.

To support conversion of the premises
suitable for co-working and opening of the
premises for co-working in the locations
attractive to talents by partly financing the
costs of setting up such spaces, transferring
the spaces managed by the municipality.

- The amount of co-working
premises (Qty)
- Occupancy of co-working
premises (%)
- Number of businesses operating
in the co-working premises (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

KEPA,
KMTP

1.3.6.

To coordinate and disseminate information
via the appropriate channels about
entrepreneurship promotion events and
programmes.

- Prepared and regularly
supported calendar of events for
entrepreneurship promotion in
Klaipėda region (Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

KMTP,
KPPAR

1.3.7.

To organise niche international megaevents on the issues of priority areas and
entrepreneurship promotion.

- Organised thematic conferences
with more than 500 participants
(Qty)

2019–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMTP,
KMSA, KPA

1.3.8.

To organise a cycle of events for
entrepreneurship promotion, which would
include the issues of setting up and
developing a business (from idea to sales).

- Prepared plan of events to
promote entrepreneurship,
including the concept of events
(Qty)

2019–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMTP, VL,
UKMIN,
MITA,
KMTP

1.3.9.

To develop a cooperation mechanism
between the municipality and startups.

- Established KMSA “needs bank”,
problems which could be solved
with the contribution of startups
(Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

KMSA

1.3.10.

To develop a financing mechanism for
startups

- Attracted funds for startups in
Klaipėda region (EUR)
- Established fund for financing
startups (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KMSA, KU

1.3.11.

To prepare and disseminate information via
the appropriate channels about financing
sources for SMEs (EU, national, municipal
support funds, risk capital and other
alternative sources of funding), and to
provide individual consultancy.

- EU, national or municipal
support funds provided to
companies in Klaipėda region
(EUR)
- Risk capital support granted to
the companies in Klaipėda region
(EUR)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

VL,
INVEGA,
Risk capital
companies

(2019 first
cycle)
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.4.

To increase the capacities of Klaipėda
to export and to integrate into the
international value chains

- Lithuanian exports per capita
(EUR)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

VL, KPPAR

1.4.1.

To develop a competitiveness centre
for enterprises in Klaipėda (operating
post- KEPA) aimed at increasing
corporate governance maturity in the
companies in Klaipėda and their
abilities to expand their exports in the
current and new markets. Together
with VL, to collect centrally and publish
information on the target export
markets of important companies and
clusters in Klaipėda region.

- A map of the of services
provided to enterprises in
Klaipėda and intended for export
expansion (Qty)
- Number of KEPA employees
who work with the
competitiveness centre for
enterprises in Klaipėda (Qty)
- Disseminated export market
sectoral reviews (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

VL, KMTP,
Creditinfo/
Centre of
Registers,
KPPAR

1.4.2.

To identify, assess and formalise
cooperation instruments and channels
with Enterprise Lithuania (VL) in
order to adopt their best practices and
to avoid duplication of services.

- Report on cooperation
opportunities with VL (Qty)
- Signed official cooperation
agreement with VL (Qty)

2018

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

VL

1.4.3.

To prepare a plan for the organisation
of export promotion thematic events
(conferences, hackathons, seminars,
etc.), including the concept of events
(topics, audience,
frequency of
events); organise events as per the
plan.

- Number of export events (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

KMTP,
KPPAR

1.4.4.

To increase application of the quality
and process standards in the
companies; in cooperation with the
Lithuanian Standards Body to prepare
regularly and publish summaries of the
standards relevant in a specific sector,
the benefits of the standards to SMEs
and the associated success stories,
and also
additional
information
sources.

- Number of companies in
Klaipėda region which meet the
requirements of the standards
for the quality and/or processes
(Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

LSD, VL,
KPPAR

By 2019
(primary
structurisation)
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.5.

To create conditions for attracting and
retaining talent

- Number of domestic
immigrants (Qty)
- Number of international
immigrants (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KTIC, KMSA

1.5.1.

To develop KEPA into a multifunctional
service centre for attracting,
integrating and retaining talent; the
centre would be responsible for the
marketing of the city in order to
attract talent and for coordination of
the programmes with national
authorities (VL, LSA) and NGO.

- A map of the services aimed at
attracting and integrating highly
skilled immigrants (Qty)
- Number of KEPA services to
attract talent (Qty)
- Number of KEPA employees
who work in the area of
attracting talent (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

VL

1.5.2.

To identify targeted talent groups and
regions to which talent-oriented
programmes will be directed.

- Prepared report on targeted
talent groups and regions (Qty)

2018

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

KU

1.5.3.

To prepare and disseminate
information via the appropriate
channels aimed at attracting, retaining
and integrating talent (high-skill
employment, innovative employers and
living conditions).

- Prepared packages of
information about Klaipėda
relevant to talents (Qty)
- Information relevant to talents
integrated into KEPA and
national portals (Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KEPA

VL, KMSA,
KTIC

1.5.4.

To strengthen ties with emigrants from
Klaipėda by establishing alumni of the
city of Klaipėda, participating in the
Global Lithuania and other national
initiatives, organising mentoring
programmes, and helping emigrants
from Klaipėda to find a traineeship
placement or a job in Klaipėda.

- Number of the Klaipėda Alumni
Network (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

KMSA, LSA,
KTIC, GLL
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

1.5.

To create conditions for attracting and
retaining talent

- Number of domestic
immigrants (Qty)
- Number of international
immigrants (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KTIC, KMSA

1.5.5.

To develop incentive packages
oriented to targeted talents and to
determine their content (direct
financial support, partial or full
coverage of resettlement and living
costs in Klaipėda), evaluation criteria
for targeted talent (higher education,
R&D activities, etc.) and channels and
conditions for granting incentives (e.g.
after starting a job in R&D at KPA
partners’ or establishing an innovative
startup).

- Number of developed packages
for attracting talent (Qty)
- Number of hospitality packages
(premises for creative work,
accommodation, special
scholarships) for resident artists
(Qty)
- Support provided on the basis
of the incentive packages for
attracting talent (EUR)

2018–2020

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMSA, KPA,
FEZ, KVJUD

1.5.6.

To provide social integration services
(soft landing) to foreigners: to help
integrate into social life of Klaipėda,
find jobs for spouses of talents.

- Assessed KMSA capacities to
provide integration services
oriented to highly skilled
foreigners (Qty)
- Number of foreigners who
benefited from KMSA social
integration services (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

KMSA, FEZ,
KVJUD, KPA,
KMSPC

1.5.7.

To evaluate the channels and
initiatives (seminars, English language
courses, etc.) for promoting tolerance
and ability of residents in Klaipėda to
work with foreigners; to prepare
events related to this issue and a
marketing organisation plan which
would include a concept of events
(topics, audience, frequency of
events); based on the plan to organise
initiatives and events.

- Prepared initiatives plan for the
ability of residents of Klaipėda to
work with foreigners (Qty)
- Number of initiatives (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

KTIC, KEPA
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6.2 Objective 2 - to develop an innovative education and science system that would
meet the needs of tomorrow’s economy
No
2.1.

2.1.1.

2.1.2.

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

EUR 1-10
million

KU / Consortium

KMSA, LJAM,
KVK, LCC,
SMM

2018–2022

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

LAJM, KVK,
KMSA, KU,
SMM

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KU / Consortium

LAJM, KVK,
KMSA, SMM

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

To increase the competitiveness of
institutions of higher education and
research in Klaipėda (hereinafter –
institutions of higher education), their
international aspect by focusing on the
future needs of the economy and
priority areas of biotechnology,
maritime and energy sectors.
To build and develop a consortium of
institutions of higher education with
the management and financing
mechanism which would involve
institutions of higher education, the
state, municipality, regional and
international businesses.

- International ranking of
institutions of higher education in
Klaipėda (rating)
- International ranking of the
programmes which reflect the
priority areas of economic growth
(rating)
- Total number of students (Qty)
- A consortium of institutions of
higher education formed (Qty)
- Bylaws and operational
documents were prepared and the
board was formed (Qty)

2018–2030

Strengthen targeted study areas using
targeted funding, creating new
programmes and/or joint programmes
with foreign institutions of higher
education and attracting highly
qualified lecturers.

- Number of students in the
programmes which correspond to
the priority areas of economic
growth (Qty)
- Number of programmes that
correspond to the priority areas
of economic growth (Qty)
- Number of highly qualified
lecturers from abroad who teach
in the programmes that
correspond to the priority areas
of economic growth (Qty)

Budget

By 2022
programmes
that
correspond to
the priority
areas of
economic
growth must
be prepared.
Subsequently,
continuous
operation
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No
2.1.

2.1.3.

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

EUR 1-10
million

KU / Consortium

KMSA, LJAM,
KVK, LCC,
SMM

2018–2220

< EUR 50,000

KU / Consortium

LAJM, KVK,
KMSA, SMM

2018–2220

< EUR 50,000

KU / Consortium

LAJM, KVK,
KMSA, LCC,
LT and foreign
universities

2018–2220

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KMSA

Objectives and actions

Indicators

To increase the competitiveness of
institutions of higher education and
research in Klaipėda (hereinafter –
institutions of higher education), their
international aspect by focusing on the
future needs of the economy and
priority areas of biotechnology,
maritime and energy sectors.
To provide conditions for horizontal
and vertical integrity and continuity
of higher education studies.

- International ranking of
institutions of higher education in
Klaipėda (rating)
- International ranking of the
programmes which reflect the
priority areas of economic growth
(rating)
- Total number of students (Qty)
- Number of study programmes
according to the model (3+2+4)
(Qty)
- Student mobility when
continuing studies at different
institutions of higher education
(Qty)
- Number of programmes which
were eliminated to avoid
duplication (Qty)
- Number of joint study and
cooperation programmes (Qty)

2018–2030

- A division of an international
university ranked among top 500
universities (Qty)

2.1.4.

To increase cooperation between
institutions of higher education in
Klaipėda and the leading Lithuanian
and international institutions of
higher education by offering joint
study programmes and participating in
international cooperation programmes.

2.1.5.

To attract a division of an
international university with high
study quality and orientation to
technological sciences to Klaipėda.

Period

Budget
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No
2.2.

2.2.1.

2.2.2.

Objectives and actions
To adapt the pre-school and general
education system to the needs of the
local population and newly arrived
residents
To establish international pre-school
and general education establishments
with the English language of
instruction.

To establish university-affiliated
classes and a university-affiliated preschool establishment, a gymnasium
and a pro-gymnasium where the
curriculum would be coordinated with
Klaipėda University.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

- Number of adapted educational
institutions (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

- Number of international preschool establishments with the
English language of instruction
(Qty)
- Number of international general
education schools with the
English language of instruction
(Qty)
- Number of pupils and children,
educated at the international
education establishments (Qty)
- Number of established
university-affiliated schools (Qty)
- Number of lecturers from
Klaipėda University who work at
university-affiliated schools (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

General
education
institutions in
Klaipėda, SMM

EUR 1-10
million

KU

KMSA, General
education
institutions in
Klaipėda, SMM

By 2020 to
establish an
international
general
education
institution.
From 2020 –
continuous
operation
2018–2030
By 2020 to
establish a
universityaffiliated
gymnasium.
From 2020 –
continuous
operation

2.2.3.

To increase the number of schools
which major in Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics and Arts
(STEAM)

- Number of pupils studying under
the STEAM programmes (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

General
education
institutions in
Klaipėda, SMM

2.2.4.

To establish a centre for Science,
Technology, Engineering, Mathematics
and Arts (STEAM).

- Number of pupils attending the
STEAM centre (Qty)

2020 - 2030.
By 2022 to
establish a
gymnasium.
From 2020continuous
cooperation

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU

KMSA, General
education
institutions in
Klaipėda, SMM
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No

Objectives and actions

2.3.

To create an innovation-oriented
education, science and business
cooperation ecosystem

2.3.1.

To develop the Science and
Technology Park in Klaipėda (KMTP)
as a centre of innovation, technology
and their commercialisation in Klaipėda
region; the centre should promote
innovation, development of innovative
products in the areas relevant to
Klaipėda (maritime, bioeconomy,
manufacturing and energy).

2.3.2.

To identify, assess and formalise
cooperation instruments and channels
with MITA and regional technology
parks in order to coordinate MTEP
activities at the national level, to adopt
best practices and to avoid duplication
of services.
To identify and participate actively in
targeted national, Baltic Sea basin and
EU (e.g. Horizon 2020) R&D
programmes.

2.3.3.

2.3.4.

To establish a KU innovation and
technology transfer centre –
cooperation between KU and
businesses of Klaipėda Region based
on the one-stop-shop principle.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

- Total investment in patents and
licenses (EUR)
- Number of projects R&D projects
(Qty)
- Income from research and
applications (EUR)
- Number of KMTP employees (Qty)
- Number of products
commercialised by KMTP (Qty)
- Income of KMTP from activities
related to commercialised
products (EUR)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU /
Consortium

KU, FEZ,
KVJUD, KMSA

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMTP

KU, Baltic
Valley

- Prepared and signed cooperation
agreement with MITA (Qty)
- Number of meetings, events with
MITA and other regional
representatives of science parks
(Qty)

2018

< EUR 50,000

KMTP

MITA, KU,
KEPA

- A platform actualised by science
and business partners for problem
issues (Qty)
- Number of the Baltic Sea basin
R&D programmes in which Klaipėda
R&D institutions participate (Qty)
- Funding allocated to R&D
institutions in Klaipėda (EUR)
- KU innovation and technology
transfer centre established (Qty)
- Number of employees at the KU
innovation and technology transfer
centre (Qty)
- Number of joint KU and business
projects (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KU

KMTP, Baltic
Valley, KEPA,
KPA

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU

KMSA
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

2.4.

To develop a modern specialist
retraining and up-skilling system

- Unemployment rate (%)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

KEPA, KPA,
Vocational
schools

2.4.1.

To create pilot apprenticeship or
equivalent schemes in the priority
sectors, in cooperation with the
companies of Klaipėda region. To
increase the attractiveness of the
apprenticeship programmes.

- Number of apprenticeship
programmes in the priority sectors
(Qty)
- Number of graduates from
vocational training programmes

2018–2020

EUR 0.3-1
million

KPA

FEZ, KVJUD,
KEPA,
Vocational
schools

2.4.2.

To initiate an inter-institutional
agreement between the
establishments (organisations) which
offer retraining and up-skilling in the
city of Klaipėda regarding training
programmes and courses oriented to
the needs of the city economy and
priority areas of urban development.

- Number of training programmes
and courses to develop targeted
skills (Qty)

2018–2020

< EUR 50,000

KMSA

Labour
exchange, KU
– Institute of
Continuing
Training

2.4.3.

To train educators for city and
regional progress

- Number of trained teachers who
are employed at the educational
institutions (Qty)
- Establishment of the advanced
practice base for teachers (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU

KMSA, KVK

2.4.4.

To create a career development model
that would help pupils, students and
other target groups of the city to train
their competences in order to choose
the learning area or profession.

- Created model (Qty)
- Number of students affected (Qty)
- Number of businesses affected
(Qty)
- Career fair in Klaipėda (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

KU, LCC,
LJAM, KVK,
KPA, KVJUD,
FEZ
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6.3 Objective 3 – to become an attractive, engaging and accessible regional centre
No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

3.1.

To implement an ambitious urban
development programme

- Investment allocated/attracted
for urban development (EUR)

2018–2030

> EUR 100
million

KMSA

3.1.1.

To update the city’s urban
planning document by taking into
account the prioritised city
development zones and developing
a polycentric urban structure. To
strengthen the historic centre and
sub-centres of the city providing
opportunities for the multifunction
use of the area.

- Approved master plan (Qty)

2018–2020

< EUR 50,000

KMSA

3.1.2.

To form effectively functioning
real estate development function
in the city (define the structure,
tools, competences), which would
enable to use PPP mechanisms for
active development of the urban
real estate projects.

- Developed organisational
structure (on the basis of KMSA,
KEPA or a new organisation),
tools and
competences required for a proactive search and implementation
of PPP projects (Qty)
- To initiate urban development
projects via PPP (Qty)

2018–2022

EUR 0.3–1
million

KMSA

KEPA, CPVA

3.1.3.

To develop the former site of
Laivite by building an object of
exceptional architecture. Potential
use of the object: consolidation and
relocation of KMSA administration,
KVJUD relocation, cultural objects.

- Investment allocated/attracted
for the development of the former
site of Laivite (EUR)

2018–2024

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KEPA, KVJUD

3.1.4.

To develop the former castle site

- Investment allocated/attracted
for the development of the former
castle site (EUR)

2018–2024

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KEPA
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No

5

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

3.1.

To implement an ambitious urban
development programme

- Investment allocated/attracted
for urban development (EUR)

2018–2030

> EUR 100
million

KMSA

3.1.5.

To intensify the linear centre of
the city along Taikos Avenue axis
by forming areas attractive for
commerce and service centres.

- Employees who work in the
companies located on Taikos
Avenue (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

3.1.6.

To promote relocation of industrial
companies from the central part of
the city, conversion of the sites for
residential, leisure and commercial
purpose. Industrial sites are
concentrated in FEZ and the
southern part of the city.

- Industries which have relocated
from the historic city centre (Qty)
- Number of objects (space)
adapted for cultural, artistic and
leisure needs (Qty)

2018–2024

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

3.1.7.

In the centre of the city, in the
vicinity of the River Danė to
develop mixed residential and
commercial zones.

- Number of new real estate
projects in the vicinity of the
River Danė (Qty)
- Number of tidied (developed)
spaces5 located near the River
Danė (Qty)
- Constructed Bastion Bridge
(Qty)
- Investment allocated/attracted
for the development of the site in
the vicinity of the River Danė
(EUR)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

3.1.8.

To develop Smiltynė as a resort
site, to develop the infrastructure
required for acquiring the status of
a resort, to create objects of
attraction, to increase accessibility
of Smiltynė

- Smiltynė recognised as a resort
site (Qty)
- Number of people travelling to
Smiltynė (Qty)
- Number of recreation centres in
Smiltynė (Qty)
- Investment allocated/attracted

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

Related
authorities

KTIC, AB
Smilynės
Perkėla,
Directorate of
the Curonian
Spit National
Park

Tidied (developed) spaces include bicycle paths, quays, parks, playgrounds, etc.
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No
3.1.

Objectives and actions
To implement an ambitious urban
development programme

Indicators
- Investment allocated/attracted
for urban development (EUR)

Responsible
authority

Period

Budget

2018–2030

> EUR 100
million

KMSA

Related
authorities

for the development of Smiltynė
(EUR)
- Ferry lines and other transport
connections to Smiltynė (Qty)
- Adaptation of the spaces beside
water bodies and other areas for
recreation to cultural and artistic
needs (Qty)
3.1.9.

To develop Giruliai as a resort site,
to develop tourist infrastructure
and to establish recreation centres
(e.g. to build SPA centres which will
make use of geothermal water).

- Giruliai recognised as a resort
site (Qty)
- Number of recreation centres in
Giruliai (Qty)
- Investment allocated/attracted
for the development of Giruliai
(EUR)
- Adaptation of the spaces beside
water bodies and other areas for
recreation to cultural and artistic
needs (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KTIC, KEPA

3.1.10.

To build a small and recreational
craft marina in the Curonian
Lagoon. The use of the
recreational potential of the
Wilhelm Channel and the area
between the channel and the
lagoon.

- Completed marina (Qty)
- Prepared concept of the
development of the area (Qty)
- The Wilhelm Channel connected
with the Curonian Lagoon (Qty)
- Investment allocated/attracted
for the development of the area
(EUR)
- Number of PPP projects
implemented in the area (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

KVJUD

3.1.11.

Development of the old market

- Investment allocated/attracted
for the development
(modernisation) of the old market
(EUR)

2018–2030

1 - EUR 10
million

KMSA
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

3.1.

To implement an ambitious urban
development programme

- Investment allocated/attracted
for urban development (EUR)

2018–2030

> EUR 100
million

KMSA

3.1.12

To identify and assess the
opportunity of building an object of
exceptional attraction in the
central part of the city, which
would be unique within the 500 km
radius and would act as a
tourist attraction.

- Prepared investment project of
the object (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000
Only the price
of the
preparation of
the investment
project is
estimated

KMSA

3.1.13.

To develop programmes for
improvement in public spaces and
local projects for the revival of
urban structures.

- Number of newly formed or
updated (humanised) public
spaces in the southern and
northern part of the city (Qty)

2018–2030

1 - EUR 10
million

KMSA

3.1.14.

To increase the integrity of urban
transport modes by implementing
the measures provided for in the
sustainable mobility plan of
Klaipėda.

- Implemented measures provided
for in the sustainable mobility
plan of Klaipėda (Qty)

2018–2030

> EUR 100
million

KMSA

Related
authorities

KEPA
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

3.2.

To achieve optimal balance between
international and regional transport
links

- Number of ferry lines (Qty)
- Number of flight destinations
from/to Palanga airport (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

3.2.1.

To set target international air and
water transport routes, taking into
account talent groups and global
enterprises in priority sectors whose
investments are being expanded or
attracted.

- Prepared report on targeted
international air and water
transport routes (Qty)

2018

< EUR 50,000

KMSA

3.2.2.

To attract target international and
regional flights to Palanga airport.

- Number of airlines flying
from/to Palanga airport (Qty)
- Number of destinations from/to
Palanga airport (Qty)
- Number of passengers flying
from/to Palanga airport (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

Municipal
Administration
s of Klaipėda
Region, LOU,
KEPA

3.2.3.

To attract additional target ferry lines.
Prioritised directions – Gdansk
(Poland) and Stockholm (Sweden).

- Number of ferry passengers
(Qty)
- Number of ferry lines (Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

KVJUD,
Klaipėda
Region
Association,
CKT

3.2.4.

To increase regional and international
accessibility by rail.

- Klaipėda-Vilnius travel time by
rail (min)
- Number of international rail
routes accessible from
Klaipėda(Qty)

2020–2030

< EUR 50,000

KMSA

LG, Klaipėda
Region
Association

3.3.5

To develop a financing mechanism for
increasing accessibility to Klaipėda
region (attract air and water routes).

- Developed and approved legal
package which allows to finance
projects that increase
accessibility of the region

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

KMSA

Municipal
Administration
s of Klaipėda
Region, KEPA

Only the
creation of a
financial
mechanism is
assessed

Municipal
Administration
s of Klaipėda
Region, LG,
KVJUD, LOU
KU, KEPA
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

3.3.

To develop high-quality and
competitive infrastructure

*

2018–2030

> EUR 100
million

KMSA

KVJUD, FEZ,
LAKD, LG

3.3.1.

To build a southern bypass of a
suitable throughput.

- Southern bypass built in
Klaipėda (Qty)
- Built streets (km)

2018–2024

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KVJUD

3.3.2.

To modernise entry to the central
transport artery (junctions of Baltijos
Avenue)

- Reconstructed junctions (Qty)

2018–2024

EUR 5-20
million

KMSA

3.3.3.

To build an extension to Statybininkų
Avenue starting from Šilutė Road all
through the FEZ site and up to Road
141.

- Reconstructed or built streets
(km)

2018–2024

EUR 5-20
million

KMSA

3.3.4.

To form the main express public
transport axis by building a tram route
or purchasing other transport
alternatives.

- Built tram line (Qty)
- Purchased green express buses
(Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

FEZ

(Depending on
the selected
option the
budget may
vary
significantly)
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

3.4.

To increase regional and international
cooperation

- Number of international and
regional projects (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

Klaipėda
Region
Association

3.4.1.

To form a cooperation platform for
the region of Western Lithuania,
which would include Klaipėda, Telšiai,
Tauragė and Šiauliai counties and
would be consistent with the planned
functional region.

- The region of Western Lithuania
recognised as a functional region
(Qty)

2018–2022

< EUR 50,000

Klaipėda
Region
Association

KMSA,
municipalities
of Western
Lithuania

3.4.2.

To expand cooperation in Klaipėda
County, which contains 7
municipalities, in solving the issues of
attractiveness of the entire region.

- Number of joint projects of
municipalities in Klaipėda County
(Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR 50,000

Klaipėda
Region
Association

KMSA,
municipalities
of Klaipėda
Region

3.4.3.

To get involved in the target
international networks, which unite
the cities of the Baltic and wider
region, and to participate in working
groups and joint projects related to
the topics of economic stimulus.

- International strategy projects
for the Baltic region in which
representatives of Klaipėda
participate (Qty)
- Associated membership of
Klaipėda in the Eurocities
network (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

3.4.4

To get involved in the target national
working groups which solve economic
development issues important for
Klaipėda region (e.g. smart
specialisation).

- Number of working groups
which employ the representatives
of Klaipėda region (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

KEPA
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6.4 Objective 4 – to use marine environment sustainably
No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

4.1.

To develop cross-sectoral cooperation
of the marine sector companies.

- Number of projects of the
maritime cluster (Qty)

2018–2030

High

KVJUD

KMTP

4.1.1.

To assess and, if necessary, to form a
maritime cluster by including port cargo
handling, shipping, shipbuilding, and
logistics companies and educational
institutions in the cluster and ensuring
active
cooperation
between
its
members.
To expand Klaipėda seaport ensuring
compatibility with the interests of the
inhabitants and to use expansion for
creating added value and attracting
investment.
To build a mixed purpose offshore
deepwater port near Melnragė in order
to satisfy the needs of the port and the
city.

- Number of projects by maritime
cluster (Qty)
- An accelerator created together
with port companies and oriented
to providing solutions to the
problems of the port companies
(Qty)
- Total cargo at Klaipėda Seaport
(tonnes)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMTP

KVJUD, LG,
LAKD, FEZ,
LJKKA, LKA

2018–2030
(2040)

> EUR 1,000
million

KVJUD

KMSA

- Quantities of cargo handled in
the offshore port (tonnes)
- Investment for the construction
and development of commercial
and recreational facilities (EUR)

2020–2040

EUR 600–
1,000 million

KVJUD

KMSA, LJKKA

4.2.2.

To form and develop the southern part
of Klaipėda Seaport (near Kiaulės
Nugara).

- Quantities of cargo handled in
the southern part of the port
(tonnes)

2020–2030

EUR 300–
600 million

KVJUD

KMSA, LJKKA

4.2.3.

To dredge Klaipėda Seaport (17 m)
ensuring the possibility to accept the
maximum draft Baltmax type ships in
the Baltic Sea.

- Depth of Klaipėda Seaport (m)

2018–2030

EUR 100–
500 million

KVJUD

KMSA, LJKKA

4.2.

4.2.1.

To for the
cluster by
2022
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No

Objectives and actions

4.3.

To develop the use of LNG technologies

4.3.1.

To expand the LNG cluster.

4.3.2.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

- Number of employees in the
companies related to LNG
technologies (Qty)
- Revenue of the companies
related to LNG technologies
(EUR)
- The number of members of the
cluster (Qty)
- The number of joint projects of
the cluster (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMTP

2018–2030
(continuous
operation)

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMTP

KN

To increase the use of LNG in the Baltic
countries.

- Number of companies in
Lithuania, which use LNG (Qty).
- International LNG annual
conference in Klaipėda (Qty)

2018–2030
(continuous
operation)

EUR 1-10
million

KMTP

KN

4.3.3.

To
establish
industrial
doctoral
programmes relevant for Klaipėda LNG
undertakings.

- Number of industrial doctoral
programmes (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU

KPA, FEZ,
KMTP

4.3.4.

To
develop
LNG
storage
and
distribution infrastructure, bunkering
facilities.

- Number bunkering facilities
operating in Klaipėda region (Qty)
- LNG bunkering vessels (Qty)

2018–2030
(continuous
operation)

EUR 10-100
million

KMTP

KN, KVJUD

4.4.

To develop R&D activities in the field of
marine science and the necessary
infrastructure.
To develop the Marine Valley by
creating the required infrastructure,
ensuring
its
public
access
for
researchers, students and businesses.

- Number of R&D projects in the
field of marine science (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KU

KMTP

- Number of institutions which use
the infrastructure of the Marine
Valley (Qty)
- Number of commercialised
products (Qty)
- Number of services provided by
the marine excellence centre
(Qty)
- Number of institutions which use
the services of the marine
excellence centre (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KU

KMTP

2018–2030
(continuous
operations)

EUR 1-10
million

KMTP

KN, KU

4.4.1.

4.4.2.

To establish and develop a marine
excellence centre.
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

4.5.

To develop marine tourism with
wellness and active tourism elements.

- Number of tourists visiting
Klaipėda, (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KTIC

4.5.1.

To clean the River Danė, to build and
develop small ports.

- Number of small ports in the
River Danė (Qty)
- Number of yacht accepted in the
River Danė (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

KTIC

4.5.2.

To open a cruise ship berth in the area
of Memel city.

- Number of cruise ships (Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KTIC, KVJUD

4.5.3.

To improve the cycling infrastructure
of the seaside EuroVelo route to
comply with the EuroVelo
requirements

- The length of cycling routes in
the seaside area which comply
with the EuroVelo requirements
(EuroVelo Routes 10 and 13) (km)

2018–2024

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

Klaipėda
Region
Association

4.5.4.

To include tourist sites in Klaipėda
into the regional tourist routes and to
use them for positioning in the
international context.

- Number of tourist sites in
Klaipėda included in the regional
tourist routes (Qty)

2018–2020

< EUR
50,000

KMSA

KTIC, KEPA,
Klaipėda
Region
Association
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6.5 Objective 5 – to create bio- and clean technologies
No
5.1.

5.1.1.

5.1.2.

Objectives and actions
To develop cross-sectoral cooperation
of bioeconomy companies and their
integration into the international
markets.
To strengthen and develop the cluster
for wood processing and related
manufacturing, which would unite
wood, timber product and furniture
manufacturers, other related
businesses and educational institutions.
To develop international partnerships
with Scandinavian and German
bioeconomy clusters by identifying the
gaps in the international value chains
which companies in Klaipėda could fill.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KPA

KEPA

- Number of participants of the
wood processing and related
manufacturing cluster (Qty)
- Increased in export volumes of
the wood processing and related
manufacturing cluster (% or EUR)
- Number of international
partnerships (joint projects) with
target clusters/business
associations (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMTP

KEPA, FEZ,
LKA, KPA

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

KPA, FEZ,
KMTP

5.2.

To develop R&D activities in
bioeconomy

- Number of target R&D
programmes, in which Klaipėda
R&D institutions participate (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KU

5.2.1.

To establish a bioeconomy expertise
centre and to ensure its continuous
operation which would include
establishment of Lithuanian and foreign
bioeconomy technologies, participation
in international R&D programmes.
To call for a tender to assess the
economic, social and environmental
impact of the cascading approach in
using biomass and to identify priorities
in the cascading approach in using
biomass.
To establish industrial doctoral
programmes relevant for bio- and clean
technology sectors in Klaipėda.

- Number of employees of the
bioeconomy expertise centre
(Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU

KMTP

- Number of tendered studies
(Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMSA

KU

- Number of industrial doctoral
programmes (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KU

KPA, FEZ

5.2.2.

5.2.3.
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No

Objectives and actions

5.3.

To promote development of new
bioproducts and establishment of biobased startups.

5.3.1.

To develop infrastructure for the
development of new bioproducts, which
would include production of pilot
bioproducts,
technology
research,
technological expert consultations.

5.3.2.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

- Revenue from commercialised
bioproducts (EUR)
- Number of established/
attracted bioeconomy startups
(Qty)
- Number of new bioproducts
developed using the
infrastructure (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KU

KMTP, Baltic
Valley

To prepare and publish information
about the financial support to
bioeconomy startups partially financing
the setting up of business and
development and demonstration of pilot
products
To increase innovative capacities of
companies in product creation and
introduction to the market through precommercial procurement (municipal
R&D orders) for resolving social
objectives.
To use the energy potential of Klaipėda
region

- Prepared information for
bioeconomy startups (Qty)

2018–2030

< EUR
50,000

KEPA

KMTP

- Number of municipal precommercial procurement calls in
the area of bioeconomy (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KMSA

KMTP

- Offshore wind energy capacity
(MW)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

5.4.1.

To use the Baltic Sea potential to
produce energy: wind and wave.

- Generated amount of energy
(MW)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KU

PTPI

5.4.2.

The develop and implement bioenergy
solutions in the industries of Klaipėda
region in order to reduce the cost of
energy and resources and to optimize
the generated energy flows, allowing to
ensure the sustainable bioeconomy
ecosystem.

- A model distribution centre of
different sources of energy –
solar, wind, wave, geothermal,
biomass (Qty)
- Additional products created
from the surplus of alternative
energy (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMTP

KEPA, FEZ,
LKA, KPA

5.3.3.

5.4.
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6.6 Objective 6 - to become a high-tech industry centre of excellence
No

Objectives and actions

6.1.

To create conditions for developing
high added value products

6.1.1.

To establish a centre of excellence for
automation and digitisation solutions
oriented to solutions for industry,
transport and logistics.

6.1.2.

To promote local enterprises producing
electric vehicles through precommercial procurement, renewal of
Klaipėda bus fleet.

6.1.3.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority
FEZ

Related
authorities

- Added value per employee in the
manufacturing sector (EUR)
- Number of employees in the
manufacturing sector (EUR)
- Established centre of excellence
for automation and digitisation
solutions (Qty)
- Number of services provided by
the centre of excellence for
automation and digitisation
solutions (Qty)
- Number of electric buses in
Klaipėda bus fleet (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KMTP

FEZ, KU,
KEPA, KPA

2018–2020

EUR 1-10
million

KMSA

FEZ, KMTP

To attract producers of LNG powered
vehicles (locomotives, trucks, buses).

- Value of parts and vehicles
produced in Klaipėda region (EUR)

2018–2024

EUR 50,000300,000

FEZ

KEPA, KMTP

6.1.4.

To establish an electric vehicle
industry cluster.

- Number of participants of the
cluster (Qty)

2018–2024

EUR 50,000300,000

Association
Visata

KEPA, KPMT,
KU, FEZ, Vėjo
Projektai

6.1.5.

To develop infrastructure in Klaipėda
region adapted to electric vehicles.

- Number of charging stations
(Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

Gatvių
Apšvietimas,
ESO

6.1.6.

To develop design and production of
innovative products.

- A business angels consortium of
Klaipėda Region was established
to promote innovative businesses
in Klaipėda region (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KMTP

KEPA, KMSA
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6.7 Objective 7 - to develop digital creative and professional services
No
7.1.

To attract professional service centres

7.1.1.

To create attractive investment
incentive packages for the
first professional service centres.
Position Klaipėda as an attractive
region for small and medium-sized
transport, logistics and
manufacturing service centres. Target
markets: Scandinavian countries,
Germany, the USA and the UK.
To increase the use of creative
industries (CI) in manufacturing6

7.1.2.

7.2.

7.2.1.

7.2.2.

6

Objectives and actions

To carry out a study of the demand of
industries and businesses for
individual CI sectors, to assess the
resources of these CI sectors.
To establish a creative industry
programme and an accelerator

7.2.3.

To establish a CI/IT education centre
at the Culture Factory, which would
operate 24/7.

7.2.4.

To identify, assess and implement
networking and entrepreneurship
initiatives for the creative industry
community.

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

- Number of professional service
centres operating in the city of
Klaipėda (Qty)
- Investment incentive packages for
attraction of professional service
centres (Qty)
- Klaipėda positioned as a region
attractive for professional services
at national level (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KMSA

2018–2020

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KMSA

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

KMSA, IL

- Number of enterprises in creative
industry (Qty)
- Share of added value of creative
industries (%)
- Develop/updated platform-map of
creative industries (Qty)

2018–2030

EUR 1-10
million

KEPA

KU

2018–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

FEZ, KVJUD,
KPA, LINPRA,
KU

- Created joint promotion
programme and/or an accelerator
(Qty)

2018–2024

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KTMP, KMSA

- Established CI/IT education centre
(Qty)
- Established work stations in the
centre funded by business partners
(Qty)
- Number of networking and
entrepreneurship events of the
creative industry community (Qty)

2018–2024

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMSA

2018–2030

EUR 0.3-1
million

KEPA

KMSA

CI areas relevant for manufacturing: digital media (software, digital and creation, digital services, etc.), applied creation (architecture and design).
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No

Objectives and actions

Indicators

Period

Budget

Responsible
authority

Related
authorities

7.3.

To develop a mechanism to promote
business and event tourism

- Number of international events
in Klaipėda (Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KTIC

KMSA, KEPA

7.3.1.

To create a permanent team working in
the area of attraction and development
of international integrated events.

- Number of employees of KTIC
and Public Institution Klaipėdos
Šventės working in the area of
event attraction (Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 1-10
million

Public Institution
Klaipėdos
Šventės

KTIC, KMSA,
KEPA

7.3.2.

Develop conference tourism
infrastructure.

- Attracted funds of private
investors for establishing a
conference centre of the
international level (capacity
3,000-5,000 participants, food
catering facilities, rooms for postplenary meetings, and an
exhibition hall) (EUR).
- Number of conference centres
which can accommodate at least
500 participants in one room
(Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 10-100
million

KMSA

KEPA, KTIC,
Public
Institution
Klaipėdos
Šventės

7.3.3.

To attract an international mega-event
oriented to an international audience
and to develop it into an event of a
broader concept and longer duration.

- Number of mega-events (Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 1-10
million

Public Institution
Klaipėdos
Šventės

KTIC, KMSA,
KEPA

7.3.4

To attract at least 4-star rated hotels.

- Number of at least 4-star rated
hotels (Qty)

2020–2030

EUR 50,000300,000

KEPA

KTIC
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7 Annexes
7.1 Definitions
Abbreviation

Explanation

CKT

Central Klaipėda Terminal

GLL

Global Lithuanian Leaders

IL

Public institution Invest Lithuania

KEPA

Public Institution Klaipėda Economic Development Agency

KI

Creative Industries

KMSA

Klaipėda City Municipal Administration

KMSPC

Klaipėda City Social Support Centre

KMTP

Public institution Klaipėda Science and Technology Park

KN

AB Klaipėdos Nafta

KPPAR

Klaipėda Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts

KRA

Klaipėda Region Association

KU

Klaipėda University

KVJUD

State Enterprise Klaipėda State Seaport Authority

KVK

Klaipėda State College

LAKD

Lithuanian Road Administration

FEZ

Klaipėda Free Economic Zone

LG

AB Lietuvos Geležinkeliai (Lithuanian Railways)

LJAM

Lithuanian Maritime Academy

LJKKA

Association of Lithuanian Stevedoring Companies

LKA

Lithuanian Association of Clusters

LOU

State Enterprise Lietuvos Oro Uostai (Lithuanian airports)

LSA

Association of Municipalities of Lithuania

LSD

Lithuanian Standards Board, National Standards Body

PTPI

Coastal Research and Planning Institute

SMM

Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Lithuania

VL

Public Institution Versli Lietuva (Enterprise Lithuania)

Table 2. Definitions.
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7.2 Methodology for economic specialisation of Klaipėda
7.2.1 Importance of specialisation

7.2.2 Evaluation methods

Correctly selected economic specialisation helps use
the city’s strengths in pooling resources and efforts
into the areas with the greatest potential and avoid
competition with other regions in the same areas.

In identifying priority sectors, EY methodology for
evaluating sectoral attractiveness was used. The
methodology consists of several stages and
quantitative and qualitative evaluation criteria are
used (seeFig. 28.).

Economic specialisation often indicates the
initiatives in horizontal areas (education, investment
attraction, urban planning) to be invested in and the
coordination instruments to be used. Specialisation
and investment in strengthening the specialisation
are at the core of a clear vision of the city.

In stage one, the current value of sectors and sectoral
potential are assessed using quantified indicators. A
complex index is devised for each sector.
Additionally, qualitative assessment is carried out as
to whether the sectors are sustainable and whether
they increase the attractiveness of the city.

Exceptional conditions must be provided for the
identified priority areas, but development of other
sectors should not be restricted. The sectors which
are less attractive today (e.g. healthcare sector) are
part of the sustainable economic development of
Klaipėda, except that they are not at the centre of the
desired breakthrough.

Assessment aspects

Phases

I. Prioritisation of sectors

Current importance of the sector in
Klaipėda:
• portion of added value
• growth of added value
• number of employees
• growth of the number of
employees
• portion of exports
• average salary
• added value per employee
Potential of the sector within ES28
countries:
• portion of added value
• growth of added value
• turnover growth potential
• added value per employee
• R&D costs / turnover
• number of employees / capital
investment

Selected
priority areas

Selection of sectors was made on the basis of the EU
sectoral classification. This classification does not
allow to define such intersectoral economic units as
clean technology, which are usually the basis for
sectoral clusters. Therefore, in the next stage
qualitative assessment of thematic sectors is carried
out. It will identify the effect of sectoral synergies
with the strengths of Klaipėda and the impact of key
trends on these sectors.

II. Prioritisation of subsectors

Selected
priority subsectors

III. Identification of future
development directions for
selected sub-sectors

Relevant international and
regional sectoral trends :
• Due to climate change –
increasing regulation, pressure
to choose green technologies
and sustainable growth
Synergies related to strengths of
Klaipėda:
• Is high quality transport
corridor important for the
sector?
• Is access to the sea important
to the sector?

•

Directions for
increasing added
value of current
sectors

•

Priorities in attracting
FDI

Synergies with other sectors in
Klaipėda:
• Are services offered by the
sector relevant for industries
based in Klaipėda?

Fig. 28. Stages of evaluation of economic specialisation and evaluation aspects.
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7.3 Proposals for urban development of the city of Klaipėda
7.3.1 Urban development intervention zones and directions
Urban development intervention zones and directions
Integrated port-city expansion into the sea as one of the largest
investment projects in the history of Lithuania:

1
Zone 1

•

Use of the offshore port and its adaptation to the needs of
society - recreational, scientific activities
Minimisation of the environmental impact by relocating port
activities with least environmental impact to the offshore
port
Integrated development of Melnragė area

•

2

•

Revitalisation of the Old Town, the site of the former castle and
the centre :

3

Zone 2

4
Legenda

Zone 3

Zones of intervention for
new object construction

Zones for the development of
small,
local
infrastructure
projects

Integrated marketing of the Old Town
Conversion of unused premises and industrial buildings
Premises for service centres, co-working
Attractive homes for professionals, families
New municipality building (consolidation of existing facilities)
New port administration building
Consolidation of cultural objects to an exceptional building

Development of a commercial and service zone:

City development that includes
off-site port territories

Zones aimed at improving
public spaces

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Development of business and service centres
Development of commercial premises for business
Construction of attractive residential buildings
Transformation of public spaces

Revitalisation of the southern zone:
Zone 4

• Modernisation of infrastructure required for the inhabitants
(schools, kindergartens, etc.)
• Transformation of public spaces

Fig. 29. Conceptual KEDS urban development programme.
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7.3.2 Conceptual map of KEDS7
Legend
Intervencijų zonos:
1

Miesto
plėtra - išorinis
uostas
City
expansion
– outside
port
Išorinio uosto
įtakos zona
(poveikio vertinimui)
Outside
port influence
sphere

2-5

Zonos,for
kuriose
nauji objektai
Zones
new vystomi
object development
Zonos, skirtos viešųjų erdvių gerinimo programoms

6

Zones
localnumatyta
urban revival
Zonos,for
kuriose
vystytiproject
lokalius urbanistinės
development
struktūros atgaivinimo projektus

Infrastruktūra:
Greitojo
viešojo
transporto
Fast
public
transport
axis ašis

LEZ
to miestu
the citygatve
via street
LEZ connection
sujungimas su
LEZ
viamiestu
bike lane
LEZ connection
sujungimas su
dviračių taku
Ekonominės zonos:
KU

Universiteto
jūrinio
KU
and Balticzona,
valley
zoneslėnio plėtra

L

Laisvoji
ekonominė
Free
Economic
Zonezona (LEZ)

PI

Pietinė industrinė
zona
Southern
industrial
zone

Taikos
development,
business
centers
Taikosavenue
pr. intensyvinimas,
verslo
centrų plėtra
Rekreacinės zonos:
S

Smiltynėsdevelopment
išvystymas
Smiltynė

G

Girulių and
ir Melnragės
išvystymas
Giruliai
Melnragė
development

V

Vilhelmo
kanaloand
ir pietinės
prieigos
prieto
Kuršių
Vilhem
channel
southern
access
Curonian
lagoon
development
marių išvystymas

Fig. 32. Conceptual KEDS map
7

Conceptual KEDS map for indicative purposes. The borderlines, layout and level of detail may differ from the
real situation and/or planning documents in Klaipėda.
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7.4 Development scenarios
7.4.1 Modelling methodology and
assumptions

7.4.2.2 Added Value

The following scenarios are examined in the model:
•

•

Baseline scenario (based on the results of the
Oxford Economics econometric forecasting
model) reflects the development trajectory of
Klaipėda region in the case where neither
essential changes nor the breakthrough strategy
are implemented.
Intervention scenario – forecasting of the
development of Klaipėda region on the basis of the
assumption that essential changes will be
implemented planned in the breakthrough
strategy.

Below are the results and conclusions related to the
scenarios. The effect of planned intervention is also
assessed.

7.4.2 Baseline scenario
7.4.2.1 Demography
It is forecast that by 2030 the population of Klaipėda
County will decrease by 18.8% from 324,600 (2016)
to 263,600. The 2030 the population figures will fall
from 154,300 (2016) to 126,200.

Population of Klaipėda County (2008–2016 –
historical, 2017–2030 – projection)
6,000
4,000

2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030
Klaipėda county value added, th. EUR

Fig. 31. Added value of Klaipėda County at the comparative prices of 2010
(2008–2016 – historical value, 2017–2030 – projection). Source: Oxford
Economics

7.4.2.3 Number of employees and productivity
Despite the population decline, until 2016 the
number of employed people in Klaipėda remained
stable. But due to the aging of the population this
figure will gradually decrease and in 2030 should
reach only about 130,000.
It is estimated that the added value per employee will
be steadily increasing and over the next 13 years
productivity will rise by as many as 60%. Even with
such strong rise, productivity will still remain half
that of the advanced countries of the Baltic Sea
basin. Faster growth in productivity is unlikely
without substantial economic transformation and
talent attraction.
Changes in number of employees and productivity
(2016 - historic value, 2017-2030 - forecast)

Population

400,000
300,000
200,000

267,060
263,644

100,000

127,865
126,230

0
2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029
Klaipėda county population (base)
Klaipėda city population (base)

Number of employees

200,000

Population of Klaipėda region (2008–2016 –
historical, 2017–2030 – projection)

4,489

2,000

150,000

33.934.7
32.333.1
30.331.3
28.129.3
26.9
24.725.7
22.823.6
21.421.522.1

40.0
30.0

100,000

20.0

50,000

10.0

Value added, th. EUR

This analysis was carried out at the level of Klaipėda
County and covers the 2015–2030 period. Based on
the economic theory and empirical data, the model
assesses mathematical relationships between the
population, GDP, productivity, sectoral structure,
wages and FDI.

It is estimated that from 2016 to 2030 the added
value created in Klaipėda County will increase by
27.7% and will reach EUR 4,489 billion. It is worth
noting that the growth in value added will markedly
slow down starting from 2024. If there is no major
breakthrough in Klaipėda, the growth cannot be
expected to be higher than in other advanced
economies (about 2-3% per year). This rate is not
sufficient to compensate the loss of the population.

Added value, million EUR

During the preparation of the economic development
scenarios for Klaipėda, economic modelling of
Klaipėda region was carried out. The model allows to
determine the main indicators for achievables and to
assess their feasibility and how realistic they are.
Modelling also helps to identify the initiatives which
have the highest potential.

0.0
2015 2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029
VA per employee (base)

Employees (base)

Fig. 32. Number of employees and productivity in Klaipėda County (2016 –
historical value, 2017–2030 – projection). Source: Oxford Economics

Fig. 30. Population of Klaipėda region (2008–2016 – historical value, 2017–
2030 – projection). Source: Oxford Economics
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7.4.3.4 Number of employees and productivity

The modelled interventions are closely related with
economic development measures for Klaipėda. The
following interventions were assessed:
•

Attraction of target FDI would allow to attract
additional FDI, which will create well-paid jobs.
Improvement of business conditions and
promotion
of
ecosystems
of
target
SMEs/startups are equally essential.
Initiatives geared toward increasing the
attractiveness of the city and attracting talent
will help local businesses attract the necessary
competences, and encourage reinvested and
expansion of existing sectors.
Promotion of innovation, education-sciencebusiness cooperation will help the existing
sectors create more value.

•
•

•

7.4.3.2 Demography
Ambitious population growth is hardly likely without
attraction of highly qualified foreign employees and
systematic work aimed at retaining the existing
population and attracting domestic emigrants.
Population forecast for Klaipėda County
500,000

Population

34,287
37,715
35,616
38,936
11,553
12,630
7,104
6,498

Productivity increase is mandatory so that
businesses would be able to pay higher wages. A
realistic wage ambition is directly linked to the level
of productivity.

40.0
200,000

2017

2019

2021

Population (base)
Inner migrant attraction
International migrant attraction

2023

2025

2027

10.0
0.0
2017

2019

2021

2023

VA per employee (productivity increase)

2025

2027

2029

Employees (with interventions)

Fig. 34 Forecast for the number of employees and productivity in Klaipėda
County 2017–2030. Calculated by authors and Oxford Economics. Source:
Oxford Economics
Source: Oxford Economics

7.4.3.5 Growth potential (SME and FDI)
Although FDI attraction is very important for the
economic development of Klaipėda, its potential is
limited by the overall number of projects which reach
Central Europe and Lithuania. Klaipėda also has a
great untapped potential of establishing new SMEs.

7.4.4 Ambition
The model allows to define the ambition – the basis
for the city vision – that Klaipėda is seeking to
achieve, what should be the population of Klaipėda,
what should be the economic structure and what
average salary an employee should earn.
No. of FDI projects
(2030 m.)
20.00

Fig. 33. Population forecast in Klaipėda County, 2017-2030 Calculated by
authors and Oxford Economics. Source: Oxford Economics

20.0

2015

2029

Net neutral change
Emmigration deceleration

30.0

100,000

267,060
263,644

2015

Changes in the number of employees and
50.0
productivity

300,000

Added value per employee
'000 EUR

7.4.3.1 Interventions

NUmber of employees

7.4.3 Intervention scenario

19.00
15.00

No. of new SMEs per 1000
citizens (2030 m.)
3.04
3.00
2.00

10.00

1.20

1.00

7.4.3.3 Added Value

0.00

Added value, million EUR

Reorientation toward high added value areas requires
an increase in highly-qualified personnel and an
increase of the existing sectoral maturity, which can
be achieved by attracting FDI, cooperating with
advanced SMEs, and other means.
Added value forecast for Klaipėda County with
10,000
interventions

531
532
2,093
1,532

5,000

2020

2022

Value added (base)
VA increase (productivity)
VA increase (FDI)

2024

2026

2028

2030

VA increase (expansion)
VA increase (SME)

Additional SMEs in Klaipėda county

Participants in the working groups preparing the
strategy defined ambition as follows:
•
•
•

2018

Additional SMEs in Vilnius county

Forecast FDI projects

Fig. 39. Required number of FDI projects and additional SMEs by 2030.
Calculated by authors.

4,489

2016

0.00
Potential FDI projects

The population of Klaipėda should grow and in
2030 should reach 190,000.
The average gross salary should be EUR 1,500,
75% of the average of the Baltic Sea Region
Highly potential sectors (created by new SMEs
and businesses resulting from FDI) should create
15% of the added value of the economy.

Fig. 35. Added value of Klaipėda County at the comparative prices of 2010,
2017–2030 projection). Calculated by authors and Oxford Economics.
Source: Oxford Economics
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7.5 Alternatives for KEDS financing model

Alternative

Centralized

Semi-centralized

Decentralized

•

All programmes and
measures specified in
the strategy are
funded from the
general fund.

•

Priority projects,
which are beyond the
interests of a single
institution,
competences or
capacities, are
financed from the
general fund.

•

Financing is provided
for the implementation
of specific
measures/projects.

•

The KEDS
implementation
management group
may exert a direct
influence on the
funding of the selected
strategic measures.
Sustainable financing
of the measures is
ensured by
externalizing the
cyclical nature of the
budget.
The general fund
would increase the
likelihood of success in
the implementation of
the strategy due to
interest of donors.

•

Smaller direct financial
contribution from
partners (compared
with the centralised
model).
Sustainable financing
is ensured for
important ongoing
activities.
The general fund
would increase the
likelihood of success in
the implementation of
the strategy due to
interest of donors.

•
•

Flexibility is retained.
Simplicity of
management.

Requires large
financial contribution
from the partners.
It is difficult to ensure
coordination of
interests, because
some measures only
indirectly contribute to
the partners’ interests.
Requires fund
management
structures and
procedures in place.

•

A general consensus
must be reached that
measures will be
funded from the
general fund.

•

Continuous financing
will not be allocated to
important measures.

Operation
principle

•
Advantages

•

•
•
Disadvantages
•

•

•

Table 3. Alternatives for KEDS financing model.
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7.6 Management of programme and project portfolio
1
►

Key activities

►

►

Translate strategy
into initiatives

Analyse strategy
and confirm
objectives
Optimize existing
initiatives to deliver
objectives not met
by current portfolio
Define new
strategic initiatives

2
►

►

Identify programs
and projects

Translate new
initiatives into defined
programs and
projects
Prepare charters that
define scope, highlevel plans and
realistic business
cases

Optimize
portfolio

3
►
►

►
►

Evaluate current
portfolio
Select the optimal
portfolio based on the
agreed decision
framework (through
adding and removing
programs and
projects)
Establish enterprise
architecture control
Prioritize portfolio
based on the agreed
decision framework

4
►

►

►

Approve
portfolio

Approve the
optimized
portfolio for
deployment
Consolidate
outputs from
prioritization
Senior
management
review and
approval

5
►

►
►

►

Current
portfolio

Strategy

Project

Approach

Objective
Strategic
goal

Objective

Project

New initiative

Project

Defined program

Objective

Optimizes
initiatives

Defined project

Project
Project

Objective

KEPS
implementation
management group

Sequential remediation
plan



Project 
Project 
Project

Project

►

Evaluates
interdependency
risk between
program
governance,
project
management and
solution factors
Assess current
state
Identify program
and project
improvement
opportunities
Identify portfolio
optimization
opportunities

Project

Objective

Strategic
goal

Responsibility




Updated
portfolio

Portfolio risk
review and
remediation

►
►

Project and program
leads
KEPS program
management bureau
(help

►
►




Project and program
leads (evaluation)
KEPS program
management bureau
(help and
prioritization)

►

►

KEPS
implementatio
n management
group
KEPA

►

KEPS program
management
bureau

Fig. 36. Management of programme and project portfolio.
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